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TITLE 13. CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER PROPOSED 2004 AMENDMENTS 
REFINING THE CALIFORNIA PHASE 3 REFORMULATED GASOLINE 
REGULATIONS 

The Air Resources Board (ARB or Board) will conduct a public hearing at the time and 
place noted below to consider proposed 2004 amendments refining the California 
Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline (CaRFG3) regulations. The proposed amendments 
include clariications, corrections, and improvements in compliance flexibility and 
enforceability. 

Date November 18,2004 

Time 9:00 a.m. 

Place California Environmental Protection Agency 
Air Resources Board 
Central Valley Auditorium, Second Floor 
1001 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

This item will be considered at a two-day meeting of the Board, which will commence at 
9:00 a.m. on Thursday, November 18,2004, and may continue at 8:30 a.m. on Friday, 
November 19, 2004. This item may not be considered until Friday, November 19, 
2004. Please consult the agenda for the meeting, which will be available at least 10 
days before November 18,2004, and posted on the ARB’s website, to determine the 
day on which this item will be considered. 

If you have a disability-related accommodation need, please go to 
htto:/~.arbca.aov/htmi/ada/ada.htm for assistance or contact the ADA Coordinator 
at (916) 323-4916. If you are a person who needs assistance in a language other than 
~English, please contact the Bilingual Coordinator at (916) 3245049. TTYITDDLSpeech- 
to-Speech users may dial 7-l-l for the Caliiomia Relay Service 

INFORMATIVE DIGEST OF PROPOSED ACTION AND POLICY STATEMENT 
OVERVIEW 

Sections Affected: Proposed amendments to sections 2260, 2262, 2262.4,2262.5, 
2262.6, 2262.9, 2263, 2265 (and the incorporated “California Procedures for Evaluating 
Alternative Specifications for Phase 3 Refomulated Gasoline Using the California 
Predictiie Model”), and 2266.5 of tile 13, California Code of Regulations (CCR). 
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Backaround: 

The Existing CaRFG3 Regulations 

The ARB administers the CaRFG3 regulations, which were adopted in June 2000 
following a December 1999 Board hearing. As subsequently amended, the CaRFG3 
regulations prohibit California gasoline produced with the oxygenate methyl tertiary- 
butyi ether (MTBE) or other specified oxygenates other than ethanol starting 
December 31, 2003. The regulations establish CaRFG3 standards applicable the same 
date for the following eight gasoline properties - sulfur, benzene, olefin, aromatic 
hydrocarbon, and oxygen contents, the 50 percent distillation temperature, (T50), the 
90 percent distillationtemperature, (T90), and summertime Reid vapor pressure (RVP). 
In addition, the regulations establish standards for denatured ethanol sold for use in 
California gasoline. 

The CaRFG regulations allow refiners to use a “Predictive ModeY to specify alternative 
formulations. The Predictive Model is a set of mathematical equations that relate 
emissions rates of exhaust hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and potency 
weighted toxics for four toxic air contaminants (benzene, I ,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, 
and acetaldehyde) to the values of the eight regulated gasoline properties. An 
alternative gasoline formulation is acceptable if emissions of hydrocarbons, NOx, and 
potency-weighted toxics resulting from this formulation are no greater than emissions 
from gasoline having the specifications set forth in the CaRFG3 standards. Currently, 
most of the gasoline sold in California complies with the CaRFG3 regulations through 
the use of the Predictive Model. 

When gasoline is oxygenated with ethanol, certain characteristics of the resulting blend 
make it generally infeasible to be transported through pipeline systems. Because of 
this, ethanol is typically added to gasoline at the terminal or in the delivery truck. The 
CaRFG regulations allow a refiner to ship non-oxygenated gasoline from the refinev 
without complying with the CaRFG standards if it is specially formulated to be combined 
with oxygenate “downstream” from the refinev and the resulting blend will meet all of 
the CaRFG standards. This allows entities adding oxygen downstream from the refinery 
to take advantage of the contribution the oxygenate can make to complying with the 
CaRFG standards, particulady by diluting the concentration of compounds like 
benzene. The nonoxygenated blend, is caviled “California reformulated gasoline 
blendstock for oxygenate blending,” or CARBOB.” 

The Proposed Amendments 

The staff is proposing a series of relatively minor amendments to the CaRFG3 
regulations that would clarify current requirements, provide additional flexibility, correct 
errors, and generally improve enforceability of the regulations. 

. Revising restrictions on blending CARBOB with other products downstream of the 
production or import facility. A CARBOB supplier would be allowed to enter into a 
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protocol with the ARB’s Executive Officer permitting the blending of small amounts 
of transmix into CARBOB that is downstream from its production or import facilll. 
Protocols covering the blending of small amounts of transmix into downstream 
gasoline are permitted under the existing regulations, subject to conditions that are 
identical to those proposed regarding transmix blending into CARBOB. A CARBOB 
supplier would also be permitted to blend limited amounts of California gasoline 
containing ethanol under specific conditions so long as the resulting CARBOB does 
not contain more than 0.1 percent by weight oxygen; the gasoline would have to 
meet the applicable cap limits for all other properties other than oxygen content. In 
addition, the Executive Officer would be allowed to develop protocols for the 
blending of California gasoline or other CARBOB into CARBOB for other situations. 

. Changing the documentation requirements for denatured ethanol being supplied 
from one party to another. The amendments would give an importer of denatured 
ethanol an option to having to provide documentation identifying the name, location 
and operator of the facility or facilities at which the ethanol was produced and at 
which the denaturant was added to the ethanol. Under the option, the 
documentation would have to identify the date and time the ethanol was supplied 
and state that the supplier maintains a list of all the facilities at which the ethanol 
was produced and at which the denaturant was added to the ethanol. 

. Eliminating a requirement that CARBOB importers sample and test each batch of 
imported CARBOB. A requirement that CARBOB producers sample and test each 
batch was eliminated in 2000, and staff believes a blanket requirement for importers 
of CARBOB is no longer necessary. Importers of either CARBOB or California 
gasoline would still have to sample and test for any properties for which an 
averaging compliance option is being used. 

. Revising a provision designed to make gasoline produced in the Bay Area and 
received at a Southern California marine teminal in March subject to the Southern 
California March 1 start of the RVP season rather than the April 1 start date for Bay 
Area production and import facilities. Under the amendments, such gasoline would 
not longer be characterized as imported. 

. Correcting the ‘California Procedures for Evaluating Alternative Specifications for 
Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Using the Predictive Model,” which is incorporated 
by reference in the regulations, to reflect the Board’s original intent that gasoline 
with an oxygen content within the range of 3.3 to 3.7 weight percent will be 
evaluated at a single oxygen content of 3.5 weight percent. 

. Making various other minor clarifications of and improvements to the’CaRFG3 
regulations. 
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COMPARABLE FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) administers the federal 
RFG regulations, which currently apply to about 80 percent of California’s gasoline and 
are contained in 40 CFR §§ 80.40 and following. One of the requirements for federal 
RFG is that it contain at least 2.0 weight % oxygen year-round. California, on the other 
hand, requires a minimum oxygen content of 1.8 wt.% only during the wintertime in Los 
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Ventura, and Imperial counties. The use 
of oxygen in gasoline reduces emissions of carbon monoxide (COjfrom the existing 
vehicle fleet, and ambient CO concentrations are the highest in the winter. Unhealthy 
levels of CO are no longer experienced in California outside the wintertime oxygenate 
areas. Except for the wintertime requirements, producers and importers of California 
gasoline may use the Predictive Model to reduce or eliminate oxygen as long as the 
combined specifications for the gasoline achieve an equivalent emissions performance 
for hydrocarbons, NOx, and potency-weighted toxics. 

California has asked U.S. EPA to exercise its authority to waive the minimum oxygen 
requirement, but in June 2001 the agency denied the state’s request. The State of 
California subsequently challenged the U.S. EPA’s denial of the waiver request; and in 
July 2003, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated this denial and directed U.S. EPA 
to reconsider California’s waiver request giving with full consideration of the impacts on 
California’s ability to meet federal standards for ozone and particulate matter. The 
federal agency has taken no action to date. 

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS AND AGENCY CONTACT PERSONS 

The ARB staff has prepared a Staff Report: Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR) for the 
proposed regulatory action, which includes a summary of the environmental and 
economic impacts of the proposal. The report is entitled “Proposed 2004 Amendments 
Refining the California Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Regulations.” 

Copies of the ISOR and the full text of the proposed regulatov language, in underline 
and strikeout format to allow for comparison with the existing regulations, may be 
accessed on the ARB’s web site listed below, or may be obtained from the Public 
lnfomtation Office, Air Resources Board, 1001 I Street, Visitors and Environmental 
Services Center, lst Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 322-2990 at least 45 days 
prior to the scheduled hearing (November 18.2004). 

Upon its completion, the Final Statement of Reasons (FSOR) will be available and 
copies may be requested from the agency contact persons in this notice, or may be 
accessed on the ARB’s web site listed below. 

Inquiries concerning the substance of the proposed regulatow action may be directed to 
the designated agency contact persons, Mr. Steven B&by, Manager, Fuels Section, 
(916) 322-6019, or Mr. Dean C. Simeroth, Chief, Criteria Pollutants Branch, Stationary 
Source Division, at (916) 3226020. 
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Further, the agency representative and designated back-up contact persons to who 
nonsubstantive inquiries concerning the proposed administrative action may be directed 
are Artavia Edwards, Manager, Board Administration & Regulatory Coordination Unit, 
(916) 322-6070, or Amy Whiting, Regulations Coordinator, (916) 322-6533. The Board 
has compiled a record for this rulemaking action, which includes all the information 
upon which the proposal is based. This material is available for inspection upon 
request to the contact persons. 

This notice, the ISOR and all subsequent regulatory documents, including the FSOR, 
when completed, are available on the ARB Internet site for this rulemaking at 
http:/lwww.arb.ca.aov/reoactlcarfa304/carfa364.htm 

COSTS TO PUBLIC AGENCIES AND TO BUSINESSES AND PERSONS AFFECTED 

The determinations of the Board’s Executive Officer concerning the costs or savings 
necessarily incurred by public agencies, private persons and businesses in reasonable 
compliance with the proposed regulations are presented below. 

Pursuant to Government Code sections 113465(a)(5) and 113465(a)(6), the Executive 
Officer has determined that the proposed regulatory action will not create costs or 
savings to any state agency or in federal funding to the state, costs or mandate to any 
local agency or school district whether or not reimbursable by the state pursuant to Part 
7 (commencing with section 17500) Division 4, Title 2 of the Government Code, or 
other nondiscretionary savings to state or local agencies. 

In developing this regulatory proposal, the ARB staff evaluated the potential economic 
impacts on representative private persons or businesses. The ARB is not aware of any 
cost impacts that a representative private person or business would necessarily incur in 
reasonable compliance with the proposed action. 

The Executive Officer has made an initial determination that the proposed regulatory 
action will not have a significant statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting 
businesses, including the ability of California businesses to compete with businesses in 
other states, or on representative private persons. 

In accordance with Government Code section 11346.3, the Executive Officer has 
determined that the proposed regulatory action will not affect the creation or elimination 
of jobs within the State of California, the creation of new businesses or elimination of 
existing businesses within the State of California, or the expansion of businesses 
currently doing business within the State of California. A detailed assessment of the 
economic impacts of the proposed regulatory action can be found in the ISOR. 

The Executive Of5cer has also determined, pursuant to title I, CCR, section 4, that the 
proposed regulatov action will affect small businesses. The proposed amendments 
would provide clarification and compliance flexibility and would improve the way the 
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regulations are administered. No negative economic impacts on small businesses are 
expected. 

In accordance with Government Code sections 11346.3(c) and 113465(a)(l I), the 
ARB’s Executive Officer has found that the reporting requirements of the CaRFG 
regulations which apply to businesses are necessary for the health, safety, and welfare 
of the people of the State of Caliiomia. 

Before taking final action on the proposed regulatov action, the Board must detemrine 
that no reasonable alternative considered by the agency or that has otherwise been 
identiied and brought to the attention of the board would be more effective in carrying 
out the purpose for which the action is proposed or would be as effective and less 
burdensome to affected private persons than the proposed action. 

SUBMITTAL OF COMMENTS 

The public may present comments relating to this matter orally or in writing at the 
hearing, and in writing or by e-mail before the hearing. To be considered by the Board, 
,written submissions not physically submitted at the hearing must be received no later 
than 12:OO noon, November 17,2004, and addressed to the following: 

Postal mail is to be sent to: 

Clerk of the Board 
Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street, 23ti Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Electronic mail is to be sent to: carfa304@listserv.arb.ca.qov and received at the ARB 
no later than 12:OO noon, November 17,2004. 

Facsimile transmissions are to be transmitted to the Clerk of the Board at 
(916) 322-3928 and received at the ARB no later than 12:OO noon, 
November 17,2004. 

The Board requests but does not require that 30 copies of any written statement be 
subm-Ted and that all written statements be filed at least 10 days prior to the hearing so 
that ARB staff and Board Members have time to fully consider each comment. The 
Board encourages members of the public to bring to the attention of staff in advance of 
the hearing any suggestions for modification of the proposed regulatov action. 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND REFERENCES 

This regulatory action is proposed under that authority granted in sections 39600, 
39601,43013,43013.1,43018, and 43101.43830 Health and Safety Code, and 
Western Oil and Gas A&n. v. Orange County Air F’olhdion Contrd Disttict, 14 Cal.3d 
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411, 121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). This regulatory action is proposed to implement, 
interpret, and make specific sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500, 
39515,39516,41511,43000,43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43021,43101, 43830* 
and 43830.8, Health and Safety Code, and Western Oil and Gas A.&n. v. Orange 
Counfy Air Pofhtion Confro/ Disfricf, q4 CaL3d 41 I, 121 CaLRptr. 249 (f975). 

HEARING PROCEDURES 

The public hearing will be conducted in accordance with the California Administrative 
Procedure Act, Tile 2, Division 3, Part I, Chapter 3.5 (commencing with section 11340) 
of the Government Code. 

Following the public hearing, the Board may adopt the regulatory language as originally 
proposed or with nonsubstantial or grammatical modifications. The Board may also 
adopt the proposed regulatory language with other modifications if the text as modified 
is sufficiently related to the originally proposed text that the public was adequately 
placed on notice that the regulatory language as modified could result from the 
proposed regulatory action; in such event the full regulatov text with the modifications 
clearly indicated, will be made available to the public, for written comment, at least 
15 days before it is adopted. 

The public may request a copy of the modified regulatory text from the ARB’s Public 
lnfomation Office, Air Resources Board, 1001 I Street, Visitors and Environmental 
Services Center, lsr Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 322-2990. 

CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD 

Catherine Witherspoon 
Executive Officer 

P 

Date: September 21,2004 

The energy challenge facing CaMomia is real. Emy Californian needs to take immediate action to mduce energy 
consumption. For a list of sfmple ways you can reduce demand and wf your energy costs see our Web -tie at 
www.arb.ca.oov. 
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State of Califcdia 
California Environmental Protection Agency 

AIR RESOURCES BOARD 
Stationav Source Diision 

STAFF REPORT: INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS 
PROPOSED 2004 AMENDMENTS REFINING THE CALIFOm 

PHASE 3 REFORMULATED GASOLINE REGULATIONS 

Public Hearing to Consider Amendments to the 
California Reformulated Gasoline Regulations 

Date of Release: October 1,2004 
Scheduled for Cousideration: November 1%19,2004 

Location: 

California Air Resources Board 
Central Valiey Auditorium, Second Floor 

1001 I Street 
Sacramento, .California 95814 

This report has been reviewed by the staff of the Air Resources Board and approved for 
publication. Approval does not signify that the contents necessarily reflect the views and 
policies of the Air Resources Board, nor does mention of trade names or commercial products 
constitute endorsement or recommendation for use. This report is available for viewing or, 
downloading from the Air Resources Board’s Internet site; 
http://~,~~.arb.ca.~o~/re~act/carf~304/carf~304.htm * 
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I. INYR~DUCXIONAWSTJMMAR~ 

A. Introduction 

The Ctiomia Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline (CaRFG3) regulations were adopted 
Jme 16,200O following a December 9,1999 hearing by the Air Resources Board (AI@). The 
CaRPG3 regulations prohibited production of California gasoline, atIer December 3 1,2002, with 
the use of Methyl Tertiary-Butyl Ether (MTBE), established CaRFG3 standards, and established 
a CaRFG3 Predictive Model. The Predictive Model provides refiners with flexibiity to use 
altemative formulations while preserving the benefits of the program. The regulations are 
contained iu sections 2260-2273.5, title 13, California Code of Regulations. 

The CaRFG3 regulations were adopted in response to the March 25,1999 Executive Order 
D-5-99 in which he found tit, on balance, there is significant risk to the enviroment tirn using 
h4TBE in gasoline in Caliiomia. The Executive Order directed the ARB to adopt CaRFG3 
regulations to phase out the use of MTBE ti California gasorme by no later than December 3 1, 
2002 aud provide additional flexibility to producers of RFG in lowering or removing oxygen 
while preserving the existing air quality benefits of the CaRFG2 program. 

ln response tc the March 14,2002 Executive Order D-52-02, the Board, at a July 25,2002 
hearing, approved amendments to the CaRPG3 regulations postponing the prohibition of the use 
of MTBE in California gasoline by one year. The Board also approved other amendments 
necessary to implement the postponement of the MTBE ban. These amendments inch&d the 
one-year postponement of the dates in the current schedule for reducing residual levels of MTBE 
in CaRFG3 after the addition of MTBE is harmed, and postponement of the imposition of the 
CaRFG3 limits for gasoline properties for one year, f?om December 3 1,2002 to 
December 31,2003. Additional amendments to the CaRFG3 regulations, which built on the 
amendments approved by the Board on July 25,2002, were approved by the Board on 
December 12.2002. 

This report is the initial statement of re=asons to support proposed additional amendments to the 
CaRFG3 regulations. The proposed amendments in&de: 

I) a correction to the “California Procedures for Etiuating AItemative Specb!ications for Phase 
3 Reformulated Gasoline Using the Predictive Model” that would make the “Procedures” 
reflect the intent of the Board snd &&report in the original CaRFG3 rulemsking; 

2) several amendments to the CaRFG3 regulations designed to provide or restore flexibility to 
suppliers of CARBOB and denatured ethanok 

3) an amendment clarifying the requirements for gasoline produced its Northern Caliiomia and 
transported by marine vessel to Southern California; and 

4) other miscellaneous changes, which would provide clarifications, corrections, or 
improvements in compliance flexibility or enforcement ability. 
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B. W&t Anz the Proposed Amendments and Why Are Thy Necessary? 

1. Correcting the %zlifomia Procedures for Ewukating Alternative S@$ications 
for Phase 3 Refomulited Gasohe Using the Pre&tive Mo&Y 

As adopted, the text of the ‘California Procedmes for Evaluating Alternative Specitications for 
Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Using the.Predictive Model” - which contains the actual 
regulatory pmvisior~~ regarding tbe CaRPG3 F’redietive Model - reXlected the proposed treatment 
for the oxygen range of 2.5-2.9 weigbt percent However, due to draft@ errors the 
“Proecdures” document did not reflect the proposed treatment for the oxygen range of 3.3-3.7 
weight percent StafFis proposing that the “Jbxxlurcs” document be corrected to reflect the 
originally intended treatment for the oxygen range of 3.3-3.7 weight percent An excerpted 
version of the “Procedures~ document, showing our proposed corrections, is attached to this 
l=Pofi= 

2. Restonkg or ProviaYng Fkxibility &J CARBOB and Denatured Ethanol Suppliers 

Fii we are proposing the elimimtion of the sampling, testing, and recordkeeping requirement 
applicable only to importers of CARBOB by deleting the requirements of section 2266.5(c). 
Also, we are proposing an amendment allowing the Executive OBicer to develop protocok for 
individual CARBOB suppliers to blend small amounts of tmnsmixintoCARBOB. This 
proposal is consistent with a similar provision in the Phase 2 CaRPG regulations for protocols to 
blend tmnsmix into California gasoline. We are also proposing that CARBOB suppliers be 
pelmitted in limited spec~ecl c- wamstances to blend Caiifomia gasoline into CARBOB so long 
as the resulting CARBOB does not contain more than 0.1 percent by weight oxygen. In addition, 
we are proposing amendments to the requirements regarding information that a producer or 
importer of denatured ethanol must provide to the person to whom the denatured is sold or 
supphed. 

These various proposed amendments would provide consistency between requirements on 
importers and requirements on producers, lessen the need to transport and reprocess nansmix and 
off-specification gasoline, and make it more practical to comply with the requirements. The 
resulting blends of CARBOBs and California gasolines would still have to meet the CaRPG3 
specifications. 

3. Reid Vapor Pressure Control Periods for Cal~omia Gasoline TranspoHed to 
Southern CaIlyomia hy Marine Vessel 

We are proposing amendments to section 2262.4(c)(4) that eliminate the unintended implication 
horn the use of the word “imported” that additional testing requirements may apply. The 
objective of this provision was solely to make gasoline produced in the Bay Area snd received at 
a Southern Caliiomia marine terminal in March subject to the Southern California March 1 start 
of the RVP season rather than the April 1 start date for Bay Area production and import 
facilities. 

Cali&omia Air Resources Board Page 2 
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4. Miicelheous ThzmqPAmentinti to the CaRFG3 Amendmen& 

Along with the proposed amendments described above, we are proposing several additional 
clariScations and corrections to the regulatory language to improve the way the rcgtdations are 
administered. 

C. How Were the Proposed Amendments Developed? 

The staff held one prelii public consultation meeting on Febrnary 25,2004 and three 
additional workshops in 2004, where many of the CaRFG3 implementation issues were 
discussed. The proposed changes were developed based on input from participants and affected 
parties. The “Prehminary Draft Proposed Regulatory ~endments and Imcrirn Guidance on 
CaRFG3 Implementation Issue prior to the first workshop, held on April 12,2004. 
A revised version, contained in was issued prior to the second workshop, held on 
June 3,2004. 

D. What Alternatives Were Considered? 

The only alternative is to not propose making the changes and corrections to the regulations. 
Since the proposed changes and corrections provide clarification and compliance flexibiity with 
no significant negative impacts, this alternative was eliited from turther consideration. 

E. What Other Issues Were Considered? 

No other issues were raised for this ruLemaking. 

F.. What Are the Emission Impacts of the Proposed Amendments? 

There would be no significant impacts on emissions. The proposed changes would not 
significantly affect the formulation of California gasoline and, as such, would not adversely 
affect emissions, A small increase in CARBOB storage and transfer emissions may result where 
gasoline is blended into CARBOB, due to au increase in vapor pressure. There would 
potentially be smog-founing and particulate eznission reductions due to proposed additionaI 
flexibility, which may reduce the transportation and reprocessing of trammix and Califomia 
gasoline. 

G. What arc the Environmental~ Impacts .of the Proposed Amendments? 

1. Wafer qua&v. 

There would be no significant impacts on water quality. The basic prohibitions against adding 
MTBE, and other oxygenates other than ethanol, would remain unchanged. 
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2. Air Quality 

There should be no significant impacts on air quality, as the basic fuel standards would remain 
unchanged. 

3. Greenhouse Gas Emi&im.s 
The proposed amendments would not have any negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions. 
‘J’here would $otemially be carbon dioxide emission reductions due to proposed additional 
flexibility, which may reduce the transportation and reprocessing of tcmsmix aud Cahfomia 
gasoline. 

H. What is the Cost of the Proposed Amendments? 

1. Production costs. 

There should be no negative impacts on the cost for production of California gasoline. 
Additional operational flexibility and reduced sampling, testing, and recordkeeping requiremems 
could reduce the overall cost of production and operations. 

2. Fuel Supply and Price 

Thexe should be no negative impacts on the supply and price of California gasoline. 

I. What are the Economic Impacts? 

There should be no negative economic impacts associated with the proposed changes. 

There would be no negative economic impacts for small businesses, as the actions of small 
businesses would not be affected by the proposed changes. 
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IL RECOMMENDATIONS 

The’ staffrecommends that the Board adopt the proposed amendments to the California 
r&m&&d gsol& reg&tiom, & cont&d h ~~~~~~, ad &lu&lg ml-re~&m b fie 
“Califomia Procedures for Evaluating Alte r Phase 3 Reformhted 
Gasoline Using the Predictive Model,” as co 
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III. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO m CALIFORNIA REFORMULATED G~OLINE 
ItEGULATIONS 

This chapter describes the proposed changes to the California Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline 
(CaRFG3) regulations. These proposed chauges in&de: (1) a correction to the “California 
Procedures for Evahrating Altemative Specifications for Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Using 
the Predictive Model” that would make the “Procedures” reflect the intent of the Board mid staff 
in the original CaRFG3 rulemaking; (2) smsral amendments to the CaRFG3 regulations 
designed to provide or restore fIexibility to suppliers of CARBOB and denatured ethanok (3) an 
amendment clarifymg the requirements on gasolme produced in Northern California and 
tranqorted by marine vessel to Southern Califom and (4) other miscellaneous chauges, which 
would provide clarifications, corrections, or improvements in compliance flexibility. 

A. Correcting the “Califomia Procedures for Evaluating Alternative Specitktions fix 
Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Using the Predictive Model” 

The CaRFG3 regulations were approved by the ARB at a December 9,1999 hearing. The 
October 22,1999 staff report for the rulemaking stated on page 33 that “for candidate CaRFG3 
Predictive Model formulations that have an oxygen range of 2.5-2.9 weight percent.. .the 
candidate oxygen content would be treated simply as 2.7 weight percent. Similarly, the oxygen 
range of 3.3-3.7 weight percent would be treated as 3.5 weight percent. This could result in a 
higher percentage of CARBOB batches designated at [each] oxygen level, and a greater 
liielihood of fungibility.” 

As adopted, the text of the “California Procedures for Evahrating Alternative Specifications for 
Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline Using the Predictive Model” - which contains the actual 
regulatory provisions regarding the CaRFG3 Predictive Model -reflected the proposed treatment 
for the oxygen range of 2.5-2.9 weight percent. However, due to drafting errors the 
“Procedures” document did not reflect the proposed treatment for the oxygen range of 3.3-3.7 
weight percent. StarI is proposing that the “Procedures” document be resubmitted with 
corrections reflecting the originally intended treatment for the oxygen range of 3.3-3.7 weight 
percent. 

Another correction would delete a sentence referring to Driveability Index. This sentence was 
overlooked when references to Driveabiliw Index were removed f?om the final version of the 
CmG3 reguIations in the original CaRFG3 rulemaking. The table of CaRFG3 standards would 
also be revised to reflect the chsnges described in III.D.3, below. An excerpted version of the 
“Procedures” document, showing our proposed corrections, is attached to this report as .f&Y&. 

B. Providiig or Restoring Flexibility to CARBOB and Denatured Ethanol Suppliers 

First, we are proposing the elimination the sampling, testing, and recordkeeping requirements 
applicable only to imported CARBOB by deleting the requirements of section 2266.5(c). The 
sampling, testing, snd recordkeeping requirements would then be the same for importers of 
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California gasoline or CARBOB and producers of California gasoline or CARBOB, and would 
apply only to final blends of California gasoline or CARBOB subject to averaging limits. 

Also, the CaRPG3 regulations currently prohibit the blending of anything except CARBOB into 
CARBOB. We are proposing an amendment allowing the Executive Officer to develop 
protocols for individual CARBOB suppliers to blend small amounts of trammix into CARBOB. 
The proposal is consistent with an allowance under the CaRPGZ regulations for protocols to 
blend tmusmix into California gasoline. We are also proposmg that CARBOB suppliers be 
permitted in limited specified circum&mces to blend California gasoline into CARBOB so long 
as the resulting CARBOB does not comain more than 0.1 percent by weight oxygen In addition, 
the Executive Officer would be allowed to develop protocols for the blending of California 
gasoliue or other CARBOB into CARBOB for othersituations. These various proposed 
amendments would lessen the need to transport and reprocess lmnsmix and off-spec&ation 
gasorme. The resulting blends of CARBOBs and Cal&omia gasolines would still have to meet 
the preexisting CaRPG3 specitications. 

lu addition, we are proposing amendments to the requirements regarding information that a 
producer or importer of denatured ethanol must provide to the person to whom the denamred is 
sold or supplied, in order to make it more practical to comply with the requirements. As the 
proposed alternative, the information would have to be kept and maintained by the supplier and 
made available upon request 

1. Sampling, Testkg and Recordkeeping by Importers of CXRBOB 

Section 2266.5(c) requires each importer of CARBOB to sample, test, and keep records for the 
fuel properties of each tinal blend of imported CARBOB by collecting aud analyzing a 
representative sample of the imported CARBOB taken t?om the final blend at its import facility. 
We are proposing the elimination of this sampling, testing, and recordkeeping requirement 
applicable only to imported CARBOB by deleting the requirements of section 2266.5(c). The 
staff believes that CARBOB importers are sufliciently knowledgeable that they are unlikely to 
import CARBOB that is not designed to comply with the requirements of the regulations. The 
samprmg, testing, and recordkeepiug requirements would then be the same for importers of 
California gasorme or CARBOB and producers of California gasoline or CARBOB, and would 
apply only to final blends of California gasoline or CARBOB subject to averaging limits. 
Section 2270 requires each producer or importer, that has elected to be subject to an average 
limit or a PM averaging limit, to sample, te$ and keep records for sulfur, aromatic hydrocarbon, 
olefin and benzene contents, TSO and T90, as applicable, for each tinal blend of California 
gasoline or CARBOB. 

2. Protocols for AaVing Transmix to CAgBOB and Other Situations 

Under the California Phase 2 Reformulated Gasorme (CaRPG2) regulations, the Executive 
Officer was authorized to enter into a protocol with an individual gasoline supplier, allowing the 
supplier to blend small amounts of tmnsmix into California gasoline downstmam from the 
production or import facility. We are proposiug that a new section 2266.5@(2)(B) be added, 
authorizing the Executive Officer to enter into similar protocols for blending small amounts of 
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transmk into downstmam CARBQB, under the sameconditions as applied in the preexisting 
transmix blending provisions. 

3. Adding Cali~omiu Gasoline to CARBOB 

Them are vatious situations in which a gasoline supplier may end up with relatively small 
amounts of ethanol-blended California gasoline that has not been properly oxygenated, must be 
rcmovcd from a retail outlet for some legitimate operational reason, or results from calibrating 
meters for adding ethanol at termmals. Since the CaRFG3 regulations prohibit adding the 
gasoline to CARBOB at a termmal or bulk plant, it currently must be downgraded to tmnsmix or 
transqorted back to a refinery for reprocessing. We ate proposing amendments adding a new 
section 2266.5(f)(l)(B), which would allow hmited amounts of off-specitication California 
gasoline containing ethanol to bc added to CARBOB at a tern&al or bulk plant storage tank for 
specified operational reasons. The three operational reasons are that (1) the gasoline resulted 
from oxygenating CAFU3OB during calibration of oxygen blemlingequipment, (2) the gasoline 
resulted from the unintentional over- or uudcr-oxygenation of CAEU3OB during a cargo tank 
loading, and (3) the gasorme was pumped out of a storage tank at a gasoline fberrng facility for 
legitimate operational reasons. h each case, the non-oxygenate portion of the gasoline would 
have to meet the cap hmits for CARBOB. The amendments would also require that the resulting 
blend of CARBOB cannot have an oxygen content exceeding 0.1 percent by weight, and specify 
how that oxygen content is to be determined prior to adding the gasoline. The oxygen limit 
would assure that the amendments would have a de minimis impact, and the other limitations are 
designed so that the mechanism will only be used for bona fide operational reasons. 

We are also proposing a new section 2266.5@(2)(C), which would allow the Executive Officer 
to enter into protocols for blending California gasoline or other CARBOB to CARBOB in 
additional situations that are ~orescen at tbis time. These protocols would be liited to 
situations in which the Executive Officer determines that alternatives are not practical and the 
blending will not significantly affect the properties of the CARBOB to which the gasoline or 
CWOB will bc added. 

4. Substitute for the Requirement of Documentation Accompanying the Transfer of 
Denatured Ethanol 

In order to assist ARB inspectors in tracking the source of noncomplying ethano1, the CaRFG3 
regulations currently require any person schmg or supplying denatured ethanol from the 
Caligomia facility at which it was produced or imported to provide the customer with a document 
that identities (I) “the name and address of the person selling or supplying the denatured 
ethanol,” and (2) “the name, location and operator of the facility&s) at which the ethanol was 
produced and at which the denaturant was added to the ethauol.” We are proposing simplifying 
amendments to section 2262.9(c)(2) for California producers of dcnamred ethanol. These 
amcr~dmcnts replace the second requimment listed above with a direction that the person be 
id&i&d as the producer. With respect to importers of denatured ethanol, the current 
requirements can be impractical where the ethanol may have been originally produced or 
denatured at any one of a nmber of out-of-state facilities. We are proposing amendments to 
section 2262.9(c)(2)(B) that would provide importers a potentially more practical option under 
which the required documentation would identify “the date and time the ethanol was 
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supplied.. .and state that the person selling or supplying the denamred ethanol.. .maintains a 
list.. .of all ~the facilities at which the ethanol was produced and at which the denamrant was 
added to the ethanol.” 

C. Reid Vapor Pressure Control Periods for Califoraia Gasoline Transported to 
Southern California by Marine Vessel 

Section 2262.4(c)(4) of the regulations currently states 

For purposes of compliance with section 2262.4(b) BVP compliance period for 
production and import faciities] only, gasoline that is produced in California and is 
transported to the South Coast Air Basin, Ventura County, or the San Diego Air Basin by 
marine vessel shah be treated as having been imported at the facility to which the 
gasoline is off-loaded from the ma&e vessel. 

We are proposing amendments that eliminate the uuintended implication tirn the use of the 
word “imported’ that additional testing requirements may apply. The objective of this provision 
was solely to make gasoline produced in the Bay Area aud received at a Southern California 
marine terminal in March subject to the Southern California March 1 start of the RVP season 
rather than the April 1 start date for Bay Area production and import facilities. To clarify the 

the provision, we are proposing that section 2262.4(c)(4) be amended as shown in 

D. Miscellaneous “Cleanup” Amendments to the CaRFG3 Amendments 

Along with the proposed amendments described above, we are proposing several additional 
chtificatio~~~ and corrections to the regulatory language to improve the way the regulations are 
administered. 

1. Section 226O(a)(l6) “Import Facility” 

We are proposing a clarifkation of the detinition of “import facility,” by defining it more 
specifically as the “storage tad” to which imported California gasoline or CARBOB is Srst 
delivered in California. 

2. Section 2262, Footnote 2 on RW Limb 

Section 2262 contains a table entitled, “The California Reformulated Gasoline Phase 2 and 
Phase 3 Standards.” Footnote 2 to the table specifies the applicability of the RVP limits for 
CaRFG3. We are proposing amendments to Footnote 2 in which “7.2 psi” would be replaced 
with “7.20 psi” and “7.0 psi” would be replaced with “7.00 psi” to make the limits stated in the 
footnote consistent with the text in the table itself and the RVP test method. 

3. Section 2262, Footnote 7 on Applicable Osxygen Content Cap 

Footnote 7 provides, ‘Tfthe gasoline contains more than 3.5 percent by weight oxygen but no 
more than 10 volme percent ethanol, the maximum oxygen content cap is 3.7 percent by 
weight.” For clarification, we are proposing that the text of footnote 7 be amended to read as 
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follows: “Ifthe gasoline contains more than 3.5 percent by weight oxygen from ethauol, but no 
more thau 10.0 perwnt by volme ethanol, then the maximum oxygen content cap is 3.7 percent 
by weight.” Federal regulations allow up to 10 percent by vohune ethanol in gasoline, and the 
increased oxygen content cap of 3.7 weight percemis only appropriate to the extent it is 
necessary to accommodate an ethanol content of a full 10.0 percent. An additional significaut 
digit would be added to the specified ethanol content for the reasons described immediately 
below. 

4. Saction 226245) Compliance WA the Ma-cimum Oqfgen Content Cap Limit 
Stan&rd 

In this section we are proposing that “ethanol content exceeding 10 percent by volme” be. 
replaced with “ethanol content exceeding 10.0 percent by volme,” since the test method for 
oxygen content specified in section 2263(b) yields results to the tenth of a percent. 

5. Se&n 2262.6(c)(2) and (3) 

Section 2262.6(a) contains prohibitions regarding MTBE in California gasoline starting 
December 31,2003, and section 2262(c) contains comparable prohibitions regarding oxygenates 
o&r than IvTlBE or ethanol. The 11 oxygenates covered are identitied in section 2262.6(c)(4). 
Section 2262(c)(l) prohibits the sale of California gasoline produced at a California production 
fdity with the use of any of these other oxygenates, and sections 2262(c)(2) and (3) impose 
stringeat bits on the amount of oxygen tiom the other oxygenates that California gasoline may 
contain.. However, section 22626(c)(l) contains an exception for an oxygenate for which a 
multimedia analysis has been conducted and the California Environmental Policy Council has 
made a determination that use of the oxygenate will not cause a significant adverse impact on the 
public health or the environment. It follows that ifuse of a specific oxygenate is not prohibited 
by section 2262.6(c)(l) because of a multimedia evahration and detenkation, there should be. 
no liits in section 2262.6(c)(2) and (3) on the presence of oxygen tram the oxygenate. 
However, this is not recognized in dnr current regulation. %&is acwrdingly proposiug that 
exceptions be made in section 2262(c)(2) and (3) for any oxygenate that is not prohibited by 
section 2262.6(c)(l). To date, no multimedia evaluation has been wnducted for any of the 11 
oxygenates wvered by prohibition in section 2262.6(c)(l). 

6. Section 2262.9(a)(3) Standards for Products Represented as Appropriate for Use 
as a Denaturant in Ethanol 

We are proposing that the significant digits for the maximum permitted benzene, olefins, and 
aromatic hydrocarbon content of the denatumm in ethanol as specitied in section 2262.((a)(3) be 
made wnsistent with the significsnt digits for these properties in the C@G3 standards as set 
forth in the table in section 2262. 

Accordingly, in section 2262.9(a)(3)(A) we are proposing that ‘:a benzene wntent exceeding 
I. I percent by vohune” be replaced with “a benzene content exceeding I. IO percent by volume.” 
hr section 2262.9(a)(3)(A)2. we are proposing that “au olefins wntent exceeding 10 percent by 
vohnne” be replaced w-ith “an olefins content exceeding 10.0 percent by volae.” And in 
section 2262.9(a)(3)(A)3. the proposed amendments would replace %n aromatic hydrocarbon 
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content exceeding 35 percent by volume” with “an aromatic hydrocarbon content exceeding 
35.0 percent by vohane.” 

7. Section 2265(a) Election to Sell or Supply a Final Blend as a [Cali~omia Phase 3 
Reformulated Gasoline? PredkSve Mo&I]A&&e Gasotie Formubtion 

Section 2265(a)(2) requires that a gasoline producer or importer using the CaF@G3 Predictive 
Model for a given batch of gasoline must now the Executive Oflicer of, among other things, the 
“identity, location, and es&la&d volme” of the final blend in question when it is being supplied 
from the production or import city. We are proposing that the requirement for the “e&mated 
vohnne” be eliminated, because knowledge of the volume is not necessary to determ& 
compliance with the regulations tiess the @ucer or importer is using the Predictive Model 
averagbig compliauce option for one or more properties. Where averaging is being used, the 
producer or importer is separately required by section 2264(a)(2) and (d) to report the value of 
the final blend, aud tbis requirement would not be changed. 

8. Section 22665(a)(4)(A) Detemzining Whether Downstrea CARBOB Conp!ies 
Wth the Cap Limits for Ckdi~omia Gaso&ne Through the Use of CARBOB Cap 
Limits DUfiom the URBOB M&l 

Footuote 2 of the table states, The CaRFG Phase 3 CARBOB cap limits for sulfor are phased in 
star@ December 3 1,2003, and December 3 I, 2004, in accordance with section 2261(b)(l)(A).” 
For consistency with section 2261(b)(l)(A), we are proposing to replace “December 31,2004’ 
with “December 3 1,2005.” The December 31,2005 date was inadvertently retained when the 
other CaRFG3 and MTBE phase-out implementation dates were postponed one year in the 2002 
rulemaking. 

9. 2266.5(&(l)(tJ Issuance of Certificate 

This section states, “The executive officer shall provide each complying oxygen blender with a 
certificate.. .The certiiication shall constitute the oxygen blender’s certification pursuaut to 
Health and Safety Code section 43021.” The Legislature has replaced Health and Safety Code 
section 43021 with Health and Safety Code section 43026, and we are proposing an amendment 
to reflect tbis change. 

IO. Section 2266.5(%)(2)@) Blending to Meet a Cap L&nit 

Section 2266.5(h)(l) prohibits a person from adding most nonoxygenated blendstocks to 
Califomia gasoline that has been supplied from the production or import f&lity unless the 
Person can demonstrate the blendstock meets the CaRFG3 refinery limits and the person meets 
with regard to the blendstock aU of the requirements applicable to the gasoline producers. This 
is designed to assure that all California gasoline is subject to the more stringent refinery limits at 
some point Section 2266.5(h)(2)@) makes a liited exception authorizing a person to “add 
nonoxygenate blendstock to California gasoline that does not comply with one or more of the 
applicable cap limits contained in section 2262, where the person obtains prior approval from the 
executive officer based on a demonstration that adding the blendstock is a reasonable means of 
bringing the gasorme into comphance with the cap limits.” We are proposing that this provision 
be expanded to cover oxygenated as well as nonoxygenated blendstock, and that it also serve as 
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an exception to section 2262S(d),.which restricts the &&ion of oxygenates to dowmtream 
g&line. The proposed amendment would make it easier for persons to bring noncomplying 
dowmtresm gasorme into compliance with the cap knits, while assuring that this mechanism 
would only be used where necessq and appropriate. 

E. Alternatives 

The only alternative that staEhas identified is to not propose making the chauges and corrections 
to the regulations. Since the proposed changes and corrections provide clarification and 
compliance flexibility with no sificaut negative impacts, this alternative was eliminated from 
further consideration. 
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Iv. ENVIRONMENTAL PACTS OF TEE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEE ChRFG3 
REVELATIONS 

This chapter presents a summary of the results of the analysis of the enviromnemal effects of the 
proposed amendments. The proposed amendments would provide chstification and compliance 
flexibiity and would improve the way the regulations are adtninistemd. The staff does not 
anticipate any significant adverse enviromnental effects associated with the proposed 
amendments. 

The proposed amendments do not affect compliance with the requirements specified in Sections 
43013.1 and 43830.8 of the California Health and Safety Code (H&SC), nor do they present any 
issues that weie not addressed during the review of the CaBPG3 regulations by the California 
Enviromnental Policy Council in 2000. At that time, the Council determined that there will not 
be a significsnt adverse enviromnemal impact on public health or the enviromnent, includii any 
impact on air, water, or soil, that is liiely to result from the change in gasolme that is expected to 
be implemented to meet the CaRPG3 regulations approved by the ARB. 

A. Effects on Water Quality 

There would be no significant impacts on water quality. The basic prohibitions against adding 
MTBE, and other oxygenates other thau ethanol, would remain unchanged. 

B. Effects on Air Quality 

There should be no significant impacts on air quality, as the basic fhel standards would remain 
unchanged. 

C. Effects OII Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The proposed amendments would not have any negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions. 
There would potentially be carbon dioxide emission reductions due to proposed additional 
flexibility, which may reduce the transportation and reprocessing of tmnsmix aud Califomia 
gasoline. 

D. Effeets on Allowable Emissions 

There are no signiticant additional emission impacts associated with the proposed amendments. 
There may be small, unquantifiable emission increases associated with the proposal that limited 
blending of Caliiotnia gasoline into CARBOB be allowed. Since CARBOB has a lower vapor 
pressure than California gasolme, CARBOB storage and transfer emissions are lower than 
California gasoline storage and transfer emissions. This is an emission benefit of Phase 3 
California RFG over Phase 2 California RPG. If California gasoline is blended into CARBOB, 
some of that benefit will be lost. However, we believe that the blending of California gasoIme 
into CARBOB would only affect a small fraction of the CARBOB supply. Also, employment of 
the proposed additional blending flexibility would reduce the transportation and reprocessing of 
transmix and Califomia gasolme, resulting in a reduction of smog-forming and particulate 
emissions. 
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E. Other Environmental Impacts 

The staffhas concluded that the proposed amendments will not have auy other significant 
adverse environmental impacts. 

F. Effects of the Proposed CaRFG3 Amendments on the State Implementation Plan 

There should be no effects of the proposed amendments on the State Implementation Pk 
bemuse there should be no significant impacts on air quality. 

G. Environmental Justice and Neighborhood Impacts 

There should be no environmental justice and neighborhood impacts of the proposed action. The 
proposed amendments would simply improve the implementation and flexibility of the current 
wivm. 
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v. ECONOMIC EFFWTS OF TEE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEE CARFG~ 
REGULATIONS 

This chapter presents a summary of the stafl’s analysis of the economic effects of the propos?d 
amendments. The proposed amendments would provide clarification aqd compliance flexibility 
and would improve the way the regulations are adokk@A Therefore, the staff does not 
anticipate any adverse economic effects associated with the proposed amendments. 

A. Costs of Complying with the Proposed Regulation 

There are no additional costs wsociated with proposed amendments. In some situations the 
additional compliauce flexibiity provided by the proposed amendments may lead to cost 
reductions. 

B. Economic &xts on Small Businesses 

Government Code section 1134&2(b)(4)(B) requires the ARES to describe any altematives it has 
identified that would lessen any adverse impact on small business. In deiining small business, 
Government Code section 11342(h) explicitly excludes rekzrs from the definition. Also the 
definition includes only businesses that are independently owned and, if in re@il trade, gross less 
than $2,000,000 per year. Thus, our analysis of the economic effects on small business is limited 
to the costs t6 certain gasorme retailers and jobbers, where a jobber is au individual or business 
that purchases wholesale gasoline and delivers and sells it to auother party, usually a retailer or 
other end-user. 

There would be no negatiee economic impacts for small businesses, as the actions of small 
businesses would not be adversely affected by the proposed changes. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROPOSFD REGULATION ORDER 

Amendments to the California Phase 3 Gasoline (CaRFG3) Regulations 
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PROPOSED REGULATION ORDER 

PROPOSED 2004 AMJiNDMENTS REFINING m CALJFORNIA 
PHASE 3 REFORMULATED GASOLINE REGULATIONS 

California Code of Regulations, Title 13, Diiion 3 
Chapter 5. Standards for Motor Vehicle Fuels 

Article 1. Standards for Gasoline 

Subarticle 2. Standards for Gasoliae Sold Beginning March 1,1996 

Section 2260. Detinitions. 

(a) For the purposes of this subarticle, the following definitions apply: 

***** 

(16) “Import facility” means the f&4&& storase tank to which imported California gasoline 
or CARBOB is first ma&e14 delivered in California, incl~, in the case of gasohne or 
CARBOB imported by cargo tank and delivered directly to a facility for dispensing 
gasoline into motor vehicles, the csrgo tank in which the gasoline or CARBOB is 
imported. 

* * * * * 

NOTEz Authority cite& sections 39600,39601,430l3,43013.1,43018, and 43101, Health and Sefe Code; 
and Western Oil andGm Ash. v. Orange C~@Y Air Pohtion Contd District, 14 CaI.3d 411,121 Cal.Rptr. 
249 (197s). Reference: sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515,39516,41511,43000, 
43013,43013.1,43016,43018,and43101,HeaithandSefetyCode;end We.vtemOifamfGasAss’n v. Orange 
County Air Pohtion Control District, 14 CaL3d~411,121 CeLRptr. 249 (1975). 

Section 2262. The California Refomwlated Gasoline Phase 2 and Phase 3 Standards. 

The CaRFG Phase 2 and CaRFG Phase 3 stsndards are set forth in the following table. For all 
properties but Reid vapor pressure (cap limit only) and oxygen content, the value of the regulated 
proper@ must be less than or equal to the specified limit. With respect to the Raid vapor 
pressure cap liit and the oxygen content flat and cap limit, the limits are expressed as a range, 
and the Reid vapor pressure snd oxygen content must be less than or equal to the upper limit, and 
more than or equal to the lower limit. A qualifying small refiner may comply with the small 
refmer CaRFG Phase 3 standards, in place of the CaRFG Phase 3 standards in this section, in 
accordance with section 2272. 
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The California Reformulated Gasoline Phase 2 and Phase 3 Standards 

five* I Flat Limits I Averaging Limits Cap Limits I 

Reid Vapor Pressure’ 
(pollnds pet square inch) 

suliilr content 
(PxtspermiUionby 

TWO 

40 20 30 15 SO’ H 604 
304 

Benzene Content 
(percent by volume) 

1.00 0.80 0.80 0.70 1.20 1.10 

Aromatics Content 
(percent by volume) 

25.0 25.0 22.0 22.0 30.~ 35.0 

Olefins Content 
bercettt bv volume) 

6.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 10.0 10.0 

T50 
(degrees Fabremheit) 

210 213 200 203 220 220 

T90 300 305 2905 295 330 330 
(degrees Fahrenheit) 

Oxjgen Content 1.8 -2.2 1.8 - 2.2 Not Not (percent by weight) Applicable Amliable 1 l.g6- 3.5 1 l.g6-3.5’ 1 
-. 

06 - 3.5 06 - 3.57 

Methyl tertiary-butyl Not Prohibited Not Not Not Prohibited 

etlm (MTBE) and Applicable as provided Applicable Applicable Apphbk as provided 

oxygenates other than 
in $2262.6 in 5 2262.6 

ethanol 

I The Reid vapor pressure (RVP) staadards apply only during the warmer weather months identified io s&ion 
2262.4. 

2 The 6.90 ponds per square inch (psi) flat limit applies only when a producer or importer is using the 
evaporative emissions model element of the CaRFG Phase 3 Predictive Model, in which case all predictions fa 
evaporative emissions increases cr decreases made using the evqomtive emissions model are made relative to 
6.90 psi and the gasoline may not exceed the maximum RVP cap limit of 7.20 psi. Where the evaporative 
emission model element of the CaRFG Phase 3 Predictive Model is not used, the RVP of gasoline sold or 
supplied knn the production or import faciity may not exceed 7.00 psi. 

3 For sales, supplies, or offers of California gasoline downsneam of the pmdwtion or impolt fkility starting on 
the date cm which early compliance with the CaRFG Phase 3 standards is pamitkd by the executive officer 
under sectkm 2261(b)(3), the CaRFG Phase 2 cap liits for Reid vapor pressure and aromatics content shall be 
7.20 psi and 35.0 percent by volume respectively. 

45-Day Notice versioq rekase de lOlMI4 

Hearing dare: Il/lm4 2 
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2003, and December 3 1,2005, respectively, in accordmce with section 2261(b)(l)(A). 
’ Designated akemative limit may not exceed 310. 
’ The 1,8 percent by weight minimom oxygen content cap only applia during specified winter m%tbs in the 

areas identilied in section 2262.5(a). 
’ lftbe gasoline contaios snore tbao 3.5 percent by weight oxygen from ethanol but no more than 102 volume 

percent etba.noA ihe maximum oxygen content cap is 3.1 percent by weight 

NOTEz Autlmity citedz sections 39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018,43101, and 43830, Health and S&y 
Code; and W&em Oil and Gas Ash. v. Orange County Air Pollution Control D&t&t, 14 Cal.3d 411,121 
Cal.Rptr. 249 (1975). Reference: sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39~15,39516,41511, 
43000,43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43101,43830, and 43830.8, Health and Sakty Code; and W&m OS 
mdGavAss’iz v. Orange CmtyAirPollt&n ControlDiSct, 14 Cal.3d411,121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). 

***** 

Seetion 2262.4. Compliance With the CaRFG Phase.2 and CaRFG Phase 3 Standards for 
Reid Vapor Pressure. 

(a) Compliance w&h the cap &n&s for Reid vaporpressur~ 

(1) No person &all sell, offer for sale, supply, offer for supply, or transport California 
gasoline which exc& the applicable cap limit for Reid vapor pressure within each of 
the air basins during the regulatory period set forth in section (a)(Z). 

(2) Regulatory Control Perioak 

(A) April 1 through October 31 (Mq l.through October 31 in 2003 and 2004): 
South Coast Air Basin and Ventura County 
San Diego Air Basin 
Mojave Desert Air Basin 
Salton Sea Air Basin 

(B) May I through September 30: 
Great Bask Valley Air Basin 

(C) May I through October 31: 
San Fmcisco Bay Area Air Basin 
San Joaquin Valley Air Basio 
Sacramento Valley Air Basin 
Mountain Counties Air Basin 
lake Tahoe Air Basin 

(D) June I through September 30: 
North Coast Air Basin 
J&e County Air Basin 

45-Day No&x version, Reese date lONO 

l-learing dae llmm 
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Northeast Plateau Air Basin 

(E) June I through October 31: 
North Central Coast Air Basin 
South Central Coast Air Basin (Excluding Ventura County) 

(b) Compliance by producers and importkrs with thejikt limitfor Reidvaporpressur~ 

(I) RezZ vaporprmsure shmdardforproducem and import= 

(A& an air basin dur& the regulatory control periods specified in section (b)(2), no 
producer or importer shall sell, offer for sale, supply, or offer for supply from its 
production fxility or import faciiiiy California gasoline which has a Reid vapor 
pressnre exceeding the applicable flat limit set forth in section 2262 tmless the 
gasoline has been reported as a PM alternative gasoline formulation pursuant to 
section 2265(a) using the evaporative emissious model element of the CaRFG Phase 3 
Predictive Model. 

(B&t an air basin during the regulatory control periods specit%d in section (b)(2), no 
producer or importer shall sell, offer for sale, supply, or offer for supply from its 
production tacility or import facility California gasoline which has been reported as a 
PM alternative gasoline formulation p ursuant to section 2265(a) using the evaporative 
emissions model element of the CaRFG Phase 3 Predictive Model if the gasorme has 
a Reid vapor pressure exceeding the PM flat liit for Reid vapor pressure hr the 
identified PM alternative spec&ations. 

(2) Regulatory controlperio& for produchn and importfmilities. 

(A) 1. March I through October 31 (Except as otherwise provided in (A)2. and (A)3. 
below): 

South Coast Air Bssin and Ventura County 
San Diego Air Basin 
Mojave Desert Air Basin 
Salton Sea Air Basin 

2. ht the areas identified in section 2262.4(b)(2)(A)l., California gasoline that is supplied 
March I through March 3 1,2003 tram a production or import facility that is qualified 
under this subsection is not subject to the prohibitions of section 2262.4(b)(l), as long 
as the gasoline either is designated as subject to the CaRFG Phase 3 standards, or is 
subject to the CaRFG Phase 2 standards and also meets the prohibitions in 
sections 2262.6(a)(l) snd 2262.6(c) regarding the use of oxygenates. ht order for a 
production or import facility to be qualiied, the producer or importer must no@ the 
Executive Offker in writing by February 14,2003 that it has elected to have the 
facility be subject to this subsection during March 2003. 

45~LkyiWice versioq relets date 10/l/04 

Hearings: llmJo4 4 
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3. In the sreas idemitied in section 2262.4(b)(2)(A)l., California gasorme that is ,supplied 
March 1 through March 3 1,2004 fmm a production or import facility that was not 
qualified under section 2262.4@1)(2)(A)2. is not subject to the prohibitions of 
s&ion 2262.4(b)( 1). 

(EI) April 1 through September 30: 
Great Basin Valley Air Basin 

(C)April 1 through October 31: 
San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin 
Sau Joaquin Valley Air Basin 
Sacramento Valley Air Basin 
Mountain Counties Air Basin 
Lake Tahoe Air Basin 

(II) M&y I through September 30: 
North Coast Air Basin 
Lake County Air Basin 
Northeast Plateau Air Basin 

(EJ A4ay I through October 31: 
North CentraI Coast Air Basin 
South Central Coast Air Basin (Exchrding Ventura County) 

(1) Section (a)( 1) shah not apply to a trsnsaction occurring in an air basin during a regulatory 
control period in section (a)(2) where the person sellmg, supplying, or offering the 
gasorme demonstrates as an affirmative defense that, prior to the mmsaction, he or she 
has taken reasonably prudent precautions to assure that the gasoline will be delivered to a 
retail service station or bulk purchaser-consumer’s fueling facility when the station or 
facility is not subject to a regulatory control period in section (a)(2). 

(2) Section (b) shall not apply to a transaction occurring in an air basin during the applicable 
regulatory control period for producers and importers where the person selling, suppIying, 
offering or transporting the gasoline demonstrates as an aSknative defense that, prior to 
the transaction, he or she has taken reasonably prudent precautions to assure that the 
gasoline will be delivered to a retail service station or bulk purchaser-consumer’s fueling 
facility located in an air basin not then subject to the regulatory control period for 
producers and importers set forth in section (b)(2). 

(3) Section (a)(l) shall not apply to a trausaction occurring in an air basin during the 
regulatory control period where the trausaction involves the transfer of gasoline from a 
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statjonary storage tank to a.motor vehicle fkel tank and the person selling, supplying, or 
offexing the gasoline demonstrates as an a&mative defense that the last delivery of 
gasoline to the stationary storage tauk occumd more than fourteen days before the start of 
the regulatory control period. 

. . 
(41 s , @w-dine that is produced 

in California, and is h transported to the South Coast Air Basin, Ventura County, 
or the San Diego Air Basin by marine.vessel p . . . . 
3shallbe 
subiect to the regulatorv control ueriods for uroduction aud imoort facilities identified 
iu section 2262.4(&)(2)(A). 

NOlE Authilycitedz s~ztions39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018,and43101,HealtimdSaf~ 
Code; and Western Oil and Gm As ‘n. v. Orange County AI? PoIIutkm Control Dktrict, 14 CaL3d 411, 
121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). Refmce: sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515, 
39516,41511,43000,43013,43013.1,43016,43018, 43101,4383O,and43830.8, HealthandSafety &de; 
and W&em Oil and Gas Ass ?L v. Orange County Air Polhtion Ccmml Di.wict, 14 CaUd 41 I, 121 
CalRptr. 249 (1975). 

Section 2262.5. Compliance.With the Standards for Oxygen Content. 

(a) Complknce with the minimum oxygen content cap II?& sbzn&ud in spec@ed areas in the 
winterdine. 

(I) Within the areas and periods set forth in section (a)(2), no person shall sell, offer for sale, 
supply, offer for supply, or transport California gasoline unless it has an oxygen content 
of not less than the minim um oxygen content cap limit in section 2262. 

(2) (A) November I through February 29: 
south coast Area 
lmpelial county 

(B) October I through October 31, (1996 through 2002 only): 
south coast f&a 

(b) Compliance wtih the maximum oxygen content cap Emit standard No person shall sell, 
offer for sale, supply, or transport Catiforoia gasoline which has an oxygen content exceeding 
the maximum oxygen content cap limit in section 2262, or which has an ethanol content 
exceeding 1O.J percent by volmne. 

***** 

NOTEI Authoritycitedz seclim39600,39601,43013,43013.1, 43018,and43lOl,HealtiandSafetyCode; 
and Western Oil and GUY Ass ?I. v. Orange County Air Polktim Control District, 14 Cal.3d 411,121 Cal.Rpn. 
249 (1975). Reference: sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515,39516,41511,43000, 
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43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43101,~d43830.8,H~~~~dS~e~C~e;~d W?sk~?~O~ZmdGasA.w’n 
v. Orange Comty Air Pollution Control District, 14 Cal.3d 411, 121 Cal.R@. 249 (1975). 

Section 2262.6. rrohibition of MT,BE and Oxygenates Other Than Ethanol in California 
Gasoline Starting December 31,2003. 

***** 

(c) Use of osqygenates other than ethanol or MTBE in Calgomia gasoline on or afier 
December 31,2003. 

(1) Starting Decembe.r 3 1,2003, no person shall sell, offer for sale, supply or off&r for supply 
California gasoline which has been produced at a California production facility with the 
use of any o%ygenate other thau ethanol or MTBE unless a multimedia evaluation of use 
of the oxygenate in California gasoline has been conducted and the California 
Environmental Policy Council established by Public Resources Code section 71017 has 
determined tbat such use will not cause a significant adverse impact on the public health 
or the environment 

(2) Starting December 31,2003, no person shall sell, offer for sale, supply or offer for supply 
California gasoline which contains a total of more than 0. IO weight percent oxygen 
collectively from all of the oxygenates identified in section (c)(4), otber than oxvaenates 
not urohibited by section kX1). 

(3) Starting July 1,2004, no person shall sell, offer for sale, supply or offer for supply 
Caliiornia gasorme which contains a total of more thau 0.06 weight percent oxygen 
collectively from all of the oxygenates identified in section (c)(4), other than oxvaenates 
not prohibited by section Wl). 

(4) Covered oxygenates. Oxygen from the following oxygenates is covered by the 
prohibitions in section 2262.6(c)(l), (2) and (3): 

Methanol 
lsopropanol 
n-Propanol 
n-Butanol 
iso-Butanol 
set-Butanol 
rer&Butanol 
Terr-pentanol @err-amylakohol) 
Ethyl tert-butylether (ETBE) 
Diisopropyl@her (DIPE) 
Terf-amyhnetbylether (TAME) 

4SDay Notice version, rekase date lOlllO 
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(5) Th: prohibitions in section 2262.6(c)(l)aud (2j, and in section 2262.6(cj(3), shall be 
phased in respectively as follows: 

(A) Starting December 31,2003 and July 1,2004 respectively for all sales, supplies, or 
offers of California gasoline by a producer or importer tirn its production fxility or 
import facility. 

(B) Starting Febroary 14,2004 and August 15,2004 respectively for all other sales, 
supplies, offers or movements of California gasoline except for tmmactions directly 
involving: 

1. the fieling of motor vehicles at a retail outlet or bulk pm-chaser-consumer facility, 
or 

2. the delivery of gasoline from a bulk plant to a retail outlet or bulk pm~haser- 
consumer Exility. 

(C) Startiug March 31,2004 and September 30,2004 respectively for all reeg sales, 
supplies, offers or movements of California gasoline, including transactions directly 
irwohing the feeling of motor vehicles at a retail outlet or bulk porchaser~nsmner 
facility. 

(6) Phme-in for ZowthroughputfuelingfM. The prohibitions in section 2262.6(c)(l) 
and (2), and in section 2262.6(c)(3), starting respectively on December 31,2003 aud 
Joly 1,2004, shall not apply to tmnsacGor~~ directly involving the tiling of motor 
vehicles at a retail outlet or bulk purchaser-consumer f@ity, where the person selling, 
offering, or supplying the gasoline demons&a& as an af&mative defae that the 
exceedance of the staudard was caused by gasoline delivered to the retail outlet or bulk 
purchaser-consumer faciliv prior to the date on which the delivery became subject to the 
prohibition p ursuant to the phase-in provisions in section 2262.6(c)(5). 

NOTJ? Audmi~ citedz sectiom 39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018, and 43101, Hea& and Safety Codq 
and Western Oil andGm Ass’n. v. Orange Cmmty Air Pohtion Control Dimid, 14 Cal.3d 411,121 Cal.Rpir. 
249 (1975). Reference: sections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515,39516,41511,43000, 
43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43101,~d43830.8,H~~~dS~~Code;~d WestemOiZmdGasA.w’n 
v. Orange CountyAir Pohtion CmtmlDistrict, 14 Cal.3d411,121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). 

***** 



S&ion 2262.9. Requirements Regar&mg Denatured Ethanol Intended For Use as a Blend 
Component in California Gasoline 

(a) Standards. 

(1) Standardsfor denatured ethaxoL Starting December 31,2003, no person shah sell, offer 
for sale, supply or offer for supply denatured ethanol intended for blending with 
CABBOB or California gasorme that fails to wmply with mf the following standank 

(A) Stanakr& for properties regulated by the CalWG Phase 3 standards. 

1. A sulfur wment not exceeding 10 parts per millioq 

2. A benzene content not exceeding 0.06 percent by vohnne; or & 

3. Au olerins content not exceeding 0.5 percent by vohnne; or & 

4, An aromatic hydrocsrbon wntent not exceeding 1.7 percent by volme. 

***** 
(3) Standank for products represented as appropriate for use as a denaturant in ethanol 

(A) Except as otherwise provided in section (a)(3)(B), starting December 31,2003, no 
person shah sell, offer for sale, supply or offer for supply a product represemed as 
appropriate for use as a d enatumnt in ethanol intended for blending with CARBOB or 
California gasoline, ifthe denatumnt hash 

1. A benzene content exceeding 1 .lQ percent by vohune; or 

2. Au olefhs wment exceeding IO& percent by volume; or 

3. Au aromatic hydrocarbon wntent exceeding 35J! percent by vohrme. 

(B) A person may sell, offer for sale, supply or offer for supply a product that is 
represented as only suitable for use as an ethanol denaturant in ethanol intended for 
blending with CAR-BOB or California gasoline if the denatured ethanol w&ins no 
more thau a speciried percentage of the denatursnt that is less than 4.76 percent. Iu 
this case, the product must be prominently labeled as only law&l for use as a 
denaturaut where the denatured ethanol contains no more thau the specsed 
percentage of the denaturant, snd the seller, supplier or offeror must take reasonably 
prudent precautions to assure that the denaturant will not be used in concentrations 
greater thsn the qecified percentsge in ethanol intended for blending with CARBOB 
or California gasoline. Ifthese wnditions are me& the standards in section (a)(3)(A) 
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for the denamrant will be adjusted by multiplying the stated values by (4.76 ) max.%), 
where “max.%” is the maxim um pementage of denatm-ant specified for the denatured 
ethanol. 

***** 

(cl Documentation requiredfor the transfer of &natured ethanol intenkdfor use as a blend 
component in Cat@ornia gmoline 

(1) (A) Starting Decemk 31,2003,and except as provided in section (c)(l)(B), on each 
occasion that any person trausfers custody or title of denamred ethanol mtended for 
use as a blend component in California gasoline, the transferor shah provide the 
transferee a document that prominently states that the denatured ethanol complies 
with the standards for denatored ethanol intended for use as a blend component in 
California gasoline. 

(6) Starting December 3 I, 2003, on each occasion that any person transfers custody or 
title of denatured ethanol that is intended to be added to CARBOB designated for 
blending with denatmed ethanol exceeding any of the standards in section (a)(l)(A), 
the transferor shall provide the transferee a document that prominently identifies the 
maximum s&or, benzene, olefin aud aromatic hydrocarbon content of the denatored 
ethanol, aud states that the denatured ethauol may only be lawfully added to 
CARBOB that is designated for blending with denatured ethanol having such 
properties. 

(2) Starting December 3 I, 2003, any person who sells or supplies denatured ethanol intended 
for use as a blend component in California gasoline from the California facility at which 
it was imported or produced shah provide the purchaser or recipient a document that 
identifies: 

(A) The name and address of the person selling or supplying the denatored ethanol, snd 
identification of the person as the producer or imnorter of the denamred ethanol: and 

(B) With resnect to hnwrted denatured ethanolLT*e name, location and operator of the 
facility(ies) at which the ethauol was produced and at which the denaturaut was added 
to the ethauol. As au alternative- the document provided to the ~urcbaser or recioient 
may idemit? the date and time the ethanol was supplied from its import or nroduction 
facilitv. and state that the nerson sellina or supnlvina the denamred ethanol from the 
California facilitv at which it was imnorted or nroduced maintains at the facilitv a list 
of the name, location. and onerator of all of the facilit(ies) at which the ethanol was 
produced and at which the d In this case the enamrant was added to the ethanol. 
person shall for at least two years maimain such informatior~ and records idenmg 
the entities that nroduced the ethanol and added the denamrant in each batch of 
denatured ethanol imported to the facihtv: durina that two vear period, the person 
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shall make the information and records, a&able to the Executive Officer within five 
davs after a rewest for the material. 

NOTEz Authority citat swtiom 391500,39601,43013,43013.1,43018, aud 43101, Health and S&y Code; 
and Westem Oil and Gas A&n. v. Orange County Air Pollution t3mol Distrkt, 14 CaL3d 411,121 CaLRpix 
249 (1975). Reference.: scxztions 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515,39516,4151 I, 43000, 
43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43101,~d43830.8,H~~~dS~e~C~e;~d WesternOtlmdGasAss’n 
v. Orange ComtyAirPoUutio~~ ControlD&~ict, 14 Cal3d 41 I, 121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). 

Se&ion 2263. Sampling Procedures and Test Methods 

(c) Swhg Procedures. In determining compliance with the standards set forth in this 
subarticle 2, an applicable sampling methodology set forth in 13 C.C.R section 2296 shall be 
used. 

(I$ Test Metho& 

(c) In determining compliance with the gasoline standards se$ forth in this subarticle 2> 
including those in the sections identified in Table 1, the test methods presented in Table 1 
shall be used. All identified test methods are incorporated herein by refaence. 

LWhyNmiceversim,deasec&te IO/V04 

Hearing da% I l/18/04 
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Table 1 

2262 AS’lM D 1319-95af 
(Through December 3 1, 

ASTM D 6550-O@ 

2262 

2262 

2262.6(c) Oxygen hm oxygenates 
ident%ed in section 

ASTM D 4815-99 

***** 

NOTE: Authority cited: secticm 39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018, and43101, Health and Safety 
Code; and Western Oil and Gas Ash v. Orange COWQ Air Pollutbn Control District, 14 Cal.3d 41 I, 
121 CaLRptr. 249 (1975). Reference: ections 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515, 
39516,41511,43000,43013,43013.1,43016,43018,~d43101,H~~~dS~e~Cod~;~d WestmOiZ 
and Gas Ass ‘n. v. Orange County Air Pollution Control District, 14 Cal.3d 41 I, 12 I CaLRptr. 249 (1975). 

***** 
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Sixtion 2265. Gasoline Subject to PM Alternative Speeitkations Based on the California 
Predictive Model. 

(a) Eleciion ti sell or suppt) ahal blend as a PM alternative gasoline fomzuhio~ 

(1) In order to sell or supply from its production facility or import facility a final blend of 
California gasoline as a PM alternative gasoline formulation subject to PM akrnative 
speciticatious, a producer or importer shah satisfy the requirements of this section (a). 

(2) The producer or importer shall evahrate the candidate PM altemative specifications for 
gasoline subject to the CaRPG Phase2 standards in accordauce with the Air Resources 
Board’s %&%rnia Procedures for Evahrating Alternative Specifications for Phase 2 
Reformulated Gasoline Using the CalZomia Predictive Model,” as adopted April 20, 
1995 and last amended December 11,1998, which is incorporated herein by reference. 
The producer or importer shall evalwte the candidate PM alternative specifications for 
gasoline subject to the CaRPG Phase 3 standards in accordauce with the Air Resources 
Board’s Tahfornia Procedures for Evahratmg Altemative Specifications for Phase 3 
Reformulated Gasoline Using the California Predictive Model,” as F 
20@& corrected lhert date of correction& which is incorporated herein by reference (the ’ 
two documents incorporated by reference in this section 2265(a)(2) are collectively 
referred to as the “Predictive Model Procedures”). If the PM alternative specifications 
meet the criteria for approval in the applicable Predictive Model Procedures, the producer 
shah notify the executive officer ofi (A) The identity; g& location+- 
of the final blend (B) the PM alternative specifications that will apply to the final blend, 
inchrding for each specification whether it applies as a PM flat limit or a PM averaging 
limit; and (C) the numerical vahres for percent chauge in emissions for oxides of 
uitrogeu, hydrocarbons, and potency-weighted toxic air comaminants as determined in 
accordance with the applicable Predictive Model Procedures. The notification shah be 
received by the executive officer kfore the start of physical transfa of the gasorme from 
the production or import fxility, and in no case less than 12 hours before the producer or 
importer either completes physical transfer or commingles the fmal blend. 

(3) Once a producer or importer has notified the executive officer pursuant to this section 
2265(a) that a tinal blend of California gasoline is being sold or supplied from a 
production or import facility as a PM alternative gasoline formulation, all final blends of 
California gasoline subsequently sold or supplied kom that production or import facility 
shall be subject to the same PM alternative specifications until the producer or importer 
either (A) designates a final blend at that facility as a PM alternative gasoline formulation 
subject to different PM alternative specifications, (B) elects in accordauce with section 
2264.2 to have a f&al blend at that faility subject to flat hmit compliance options and/or 
averaging compliauce options, or (C) elects in accordance with section 2266(c) to sell a 
finaI blend at that facility as an alternative gasoline formulation. 

45-m Notice version, release date lOMJ4 
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(4) The executive officer may enter into a written protocol with any individual producer or 
importer for the purposes of specifying how the requirements in section (a)(2) shall be, 
applied to the producer’s or importer’s particular operations, as long as the executive 
officer reasonably determines that application of the regulatory requirements under the 
protocol is not less sttingent or enforceable than application of the express terms of 
section (a)(2). Any such protocol shall include the producer’s or importer’s agreement to 
be bound by the terms of the protocol. 

(5) If, through no intentional or negligent conduct, a producer or importer coot report 
within the time period specitied in section (a)(2) above, the producer or importer may 
notify the executive officer of the required data as soon as reasonably possible and may 
provide a written explanation of the cause of the delay in reporting. If, based on the 
written explanation and the surroundmg cir cumstances, the executive officer determines 
that the conditions of this section (a)(5) have been rnek timely notification shall be 
deemed to have oczcurred. 

***** 

NOTEz Autbrilyc~ section?.39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018,and43101,HealthandSaf~ 
Codq and Western Oil and Gas A&n. v. Orange C~~QJ Air Polhtim Contm~ District, 14 Cal.3d 41 I, 
121 CaLRplr. 2.49 (1975). Reference: sections 39000,39001,39~2,39003,3901~, 39500,39515, 
39516,41511,43~0,43013,43013.1,43016,43018,~d43101,H~~dS~~C~e;~d WestemOiZ 
mdGasA.w’n v. Orange Cotm@Air Pollution ControlDisz7ict, 14 Cal3d411,121 Cal.Rptr. 249 (1975). 

Section 2266.5. Requirements Phtaining to California Reformulated Gasoline 
Blendstock for Oxygen Blending (CARBOB) and Downstream Blending. 

(a) Application of the Galiyomia gasoline standards to CXRBOB. 

(1) Applicabi&v of standards and requiremen& a% CARBOB. All of the standards and 
requirements in sections 2261,2262,2262.3,2262.4,2262.5(a), (b), (c) and (e), 2262.6, 
2264,2264.2,2265,2266,2267,2268,2270(&A-#, 2271 and 2272 pertaming to 
California gasoline or transactions involving California gasoline also apply to CARBOB 
or transactions involving CARBOB. Whenever the term “California gasoline” is used in 
the sections identified in the preceding sentence, the term means “California gasoline or 
CARBOB.” Whenever the term “gasoline” is used in section 2265(b)( 1), the term means 
“California gasorme or CARBOB.” 

14 
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(2) Determining whether a final blend of C4RBOB complies with the standards for 
Cal~onzia gasoline. 

I. .4ppZkabiZity. ‘Es se&on (a)(2) govems the determination of whether a tinal 
blend of CARBOB complies with the staudards for California gasoline that apply 
when the gasoline is sold or supplied from the production or import facihty at 
which it was produced or imported. Section (a)(6) governs the determination of 
whether down&ream CARBOB that has already been supplied from its production 
or import facility complies with the applicable cap limits for Caliiomia gasoline. 

2. Where a producer or importer has designated a final blend as CARBOB and has 
complied with all applicable provisions of this section 2266.& the properties of 
the final blend for purposes of compliauce with sections 2262,2262.3,2262.4, 
2262S, 2262.6,2265 and 2266 shahbe determined in accordauce with section 
(a)(2)(B) or (a)(2)(C) as applicable. 

3. Ifthe producer or importer has not complied with all applicable provisions of this 
section 2266.5, the properties of the tinal blend for purposes of the producer’s or 
importer’s compliance with the limits for sulfur, benxene, aromatic hydrocarbons, 
olefins, TSO, T90, and oxygen required by sections 2262.3,2262.5,2265 and 2266 
shall be determined without using the CARBOB Model or adding oxygenate to 
the gasoline, and compliance with the flat limits for Reid vapor pressure snd 
oxygenates required by sections 2262.4,2262.6,2265 and 2266 shall be 
determined in accordance with section (a)(2)(B) or (a)(2)(C) as applicable. 

15 



(33) Determining whether a final blend of CXRBOB complies with the standa& for, 
Cal~ornia gasoline by rue of the CARBOB RfodeL 

1. A producer or importer may elect to have the CARBOB model used in 
determmmg whether a finaI blend designated as CARBOB complies with the 
standards applicable to California gasoline, by providing the notice in section 
(b)(l)(C). In this case, the CARBOB limits for the final blend shall be determined 
in accordauce with the “Procedures for Using the California Model for California 
Reformulated Gasoline Blendstocks for Oxygenate Blending (CARBOB),” as 
adopted April 25,200l. The CARBOB’s compliance with the assigned 
CARBOB knit for a property shall constitute compliance with the corresponding 
finished gasoline limit-be it a section 2262 flat limit, PM flat limit, TC limit, or 
(if no designated altemative limit has been established) section 2262 or PM 
averaging limit In addition where the producer or importer has elected to use the 
CARBOB model for a given final blend that is not being transfd from its 
production or import fzility dming the Reid vapor pressme control period for that 
faciity set forth iu section 2262.4(a), the tinal blend must have a Reid vapor 
presswe no lower thau the vale used in the T50 CARBOB model. 

2. Notwithstanding section (a)(2)@)1., where a final blend of CARBOB is sampled 
aud analyzed by a state board mspector in accordance with section 2263 using the 
methodology in (a)(2)(C), the results may be used to establish a violation of 
applicable standards for California gasoline. 

WI at ermining whether a final blend of CARBOB comp&s with the standark for 
Gr&ornia gasohe by oxygenate bkn&g and testing. Except as otherwise 
provided in section (a)(2)(B), the properties of a gnal blend of CARBOB shall be 
determined for purposes of compliauce with sections 2262,2262.3,2262.4,2262.5 
2262.6,2265 and 2266 by adding the specified type and smount of oxygenate to a 
representative sample of the CARBOB and determmmg the properties and 
characteristics of the resulting gasoline in accordauce with au applicable test method 
identiRed in section 2263(b) or permitted under section 2263(c). Where the producer 
or importer has in accordance with section (h)(l)(E) designated a range for oxygen 
fkom denatured ethanol of 1.8 wt.% to 2.2 wt.% (or a range that is within 1.8 wt. % 
aud 2.2 wt.% aud includes 2.0 WL %), denatured ethanol equal to 5.7 vol.% of the 
blended vohune shah be add&, where the designated range for oxygen from 
denatured ethanol is 2.5 wt% to 2.9 wt% (or is within 2.5 wt.% aud 2.9?? and 
includes 2.7 wt.%), denatured ethanol equal to 7.7 vol.% of the blended volme shall 
be added aud where the designated range for oxygen from denatured ethanol is 3.3 
wt.%to 3.7 wt-% (or is within 3.3 wt% snd 3.7~wt.% and includes 3.5 wt.%), 
denamred ethanol equal to 10.0 vol.% of the blended volume shall be added. In all 
other cases where the designated rauge for oxygen from denatured ethanol is no 
greater than 0.4 wt.%, the amount of denatured ethanol added shah bc the volme 
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percent that results in au oxygen content at the midpoint of the range of oxygen, based 
on the following equation: 

Vol.% Denatured Ethanol = 620 + [(2188 + wt.% oxygen) - 0.401 

Where the nroducer or imnorter has in accordauce with section (b)(l)(E) designated a 
range of amounts of oxvgen that is greater than 0.4 wt.%. or an oxvrmnate other than 
denatured ethanol. the oxvxenate shah be added in au amount that results in an 
oxvaen content within 0.2 wt.% of the designated minimum oxvaen level. 

(II) Character&tics of denatured ethanol used in determining whether a foal blend of 
CARBOB complies with the Stan&r& for Cali@omia gasoline. 

1. D#ault denatured ethanol chamcteristics on or am December 342003 when 
the CXRBOB Model is me& Except as provided in section (a)(2)(D)3., whem a 
producer or importer has elected to use the CARBOB Model for a final blend of 
CmOB supplied i?om its production or import facility on or after December 3 1, 
2003, the following default dcnaturcd ethanol specifications shall be specified for 
the CARBOB Model: 

Sulfur content: 10partspermilli0rl 
Benzene content: 0.06 volme percent 
Olefin content: 0.5 volume percent 
Aromatic hydrocarbon content: 1.7 volume percent 

2. Default denatured ethanol characterktics on or after December 342003 when 
the CARBOB Model is not use& Except as provided in section (a)(2)(D)3., 
where a producer or importer has not elected to use the CMOB Model, 
denatured ethanol used as the oxygenate must have the following properties in 
detcrminmg whether CARBOB complies with the standards applicable to 
California gasoline when it is supplied from the production facility or import 
facilityonorafterDecember3l,2OO3: 

Sulfur content: 3 - 1Opartspermillion 
Benzene content: 0 - 0.06 volume percent 
Oletin content: 0 - 0.5 volume percent 
Aromatic hydrocarbon content: 0 - I .7 volume percent 

17 
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3. Producer- or importer-specz@ed charakterktics of denatured e?hanoI used in 
detemdning whether afinal blend of CXRBOB complies with the sWuiardsJor 
Caliiomia gtfsoline 

a With respect to a tinal blend of GGBOB supplied t?om its production or 
import faciity prior to Deeember 3 1,2003, the producer or importer must 
specify the properties of the oxygenate used m detetmmmg whether the final 
blend of CARBOB complies with the applicable California gasoline standards, 
by providing the notice in section (b)(l)(D). With respect to a fmal blend of 
CAEU3OB supplied from its production or import faciity on or at&r December 
3 1,2003, the producer or importer may elect to specify the properties of the 
oxygenate in acxmdanee with the l&ding sentence. Whelk the producer or 
importer has elected to use the CARBOB model in connection with the final 
blend, the maximmn value for each property identitied in the section (b)(l)(D) 
notikation shsll be used for the CARBOB Model. Where the producer or 
importer has not elected to use the CARBOB model in connection with the 
final blend, the oxygenate used in oxygenate b1ending and testing in 
accordsnce ,with section (a)(2)(C)l. must not exceed the maximum value for 
each proper@ identitied in the section (b)(l)(D) notiticatiom that oxygenate’s 
specifications for each property may be under the maximum value for each 
property identified in the section (b)(l)(D) notification by no more than the 
following: 

sulfur content: 5 parts per million 
Benzene content: 0.06 volume percent 
Oletin content: 0.1 volume percent 
&omatic hydrocarbon content: I .O volume percent 

b. &Gz&rining oxygenate samples for use in compliance testig. A producer or 
importer who is specifjing the properties of the oxygenate used in a fmal 
blend of CARBOB in accordance with the pmcedmg section (a)(2)(D)3.a 
must maintain at the production or import facility, while the final blend is at 
the facility, oxygenate meeting the required specifications in quantities that are 
s&icient to enable state board inspectors to use the oxygenate in compliance 
determinations. 

(E) Protocolfor det ermining whether a foal blend of CXRBOB complies with the 
standards for Cali~omia gasolbz ne executive officer may enter into a written 
protocol with sny individual producer or importer for the purpose of specifying a 
alternative method for determmmg whether a final blend of CARBOB complies with 
the staudards for California gasoline, as long as the executive officer masonably 
determines that application of the protocol is not less stringent or enforceable tban 
application of the express terms of section (a)(2)(A)-(D). Any such protocol shah 
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include the producer’s or importer’s agreement to be bound by the terms of the 
protocol. 

(3) Calcuhr.ting thi volume of a&al bknd of CA&B&. Wkre a producer or importer has 
designated a tinal blend as CARBOB and has complied with all applicable provisions of 
this section 2266.5, the volume of a final blend shall be calculated for all purposes uuder 
section 2264 by adding the minimum designated amomt of the oxygenate having the 
smallest volume designated by the producer or importer. If the producer or importer has 
not complied with any applicable provisions of this section 2266.5, the volme of the 
final blend for purposes of the refiner or producer’s wmpliance with se&ons 2262, 
2262.3,2262.4,2262.5; 2262.6,2265 and 2266 shall be calculated without adding the 
amomt of oxygenate to the CARBOB. 

(4) Spcl~ations for a.#%al blend of CXRBOB when the CXRBOB model is not being 
used A producer or importer who has not elected to use the CARBOB model pursuant to 
se&ion (a)(2)(B) with regard to a tinsI blend of CARBOB may not sell, offer for sale, 
supply or offer for sale that final blend of CARBOB from its production facility or import 
facility where the sulfur, benzene, olefin or aromatic hydrocarbon wment of the 
CAPBOB, when multiplied by (1 mimrs the designated maximum volume percent, 
expressed as a decimal fraction, that the oxygenate will represent after it is added to the 
CARBOB), results in a sulfur, benzene, olefk or aromatic hydrocarbon wntent value 
exceeding the applicable limit for that property. 

(5) Assignment of designated aknmtive limb% for URBOB andfor the osenated 
Cal$ornia gasoline where theprodacer or importer has elected to use the CXRBOB 
modeL 

(A) Applkabili& This section (a)(5) applies where a producer or importer has elected to 
have the CARBOB model apply in wnnection with a tinal blend of CARBOB which 
is also subject to sn averaging wmpliance option or a PM averaging wmpliance 
option for one or more properties. 

(B) Assignment of CXRBOB designated alternative liti The producer or importer may 
assign a CARESOB desiguated altemative limit for the final blend of CAPBOB by 
satisijtng the notification requirements of section (a)(5)(D). In no case shall a 
CARBOB designated alternative limit be less than the sulfur, benzene, oletin or 
aromatic hydrocarbon content, or T90 or T50, of the final blend shown by the sample 
and test of the CARBOB conducted pursuant to section 2270. The CARBOB 
designated alternative limit shah be treated as the designated alternative liit under 
section 2262.3(c)(2), and a violation of section 2262.3(c)(2) will exist when the 
CmOB exceeds the CAPBOB designated alternative limit. 

(C)Determining the designated akernative linutfor thefmal blend afier the CARBOB 
is oxygenated Whenever a producer or importer has assigned a desiguated alternative 
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limit for a iinal blend of CARBOB, the deGgnated alternative limit for the final blend 
after the CARBOB is oxygenated shall be determined in accordance with the 
“F’rocedures for Using the California Model for California Reformulated Gasoline 
Bkndstocks for Oxyger@e Blending (CARBOB),” as adopted April 25,200l. This 
will be the final blend’s designated alternative limit for purposes of compliance with 
sections 2262.3(c)(3) and 2264(b) and (c). 

(D) Not@catior~ The producer or importer shall noti@ the executive officer of the 
CARBOB designated akmative limit, the designated alternative limit for the final 
blend after it is oxygenated, aud all other tiormation identified in seqtion 
2264(a)(2)(A), within the time limits set torth in section 2264(a)(2)(A) and subject to 
section 2264(a)(3) and (4). 

(6) De&- g whether a?nvn&eam CXRBOB complies with the cap &xits for 
cal5pomia gasoline% 

(A) Detemdning whether akwnstream CXRBOB compks wti the cap Emi& for 
Ceomia gmoline through the me of CXRBOB cap Iintib dkrived~m the 
CXRBOB ModeL W&never dowstream CARBOB desigwted for ethanol blending 
has already been supplied li-om its production or import fkcility, the CARBOB’s 
compliance with the cap limits for California gasoline may be determined by applying 
tbe CARBOB cap limits in the following table: 

CARBOB Cap Limits 
I 

kRFG2 Ca.RFG3 C 

5.78 5.99 Reid Vapor Pressure1 
(polmds per square inch) 
Sulfor Content 
(parts per million by weight) 
Benzene Content 
k=-tb VOhRll~) 
Aromatics Content 
(percent by volume) 
Olefins Content 
(percent by vohme) 
T50 
(degrees Fahrenheit) 
mnn 
1Y” 

(degrees Fabmheit) 

I.53 I .,u 

33.1 38.7 

11.1 11.1 

232’ 2323 
237’ 237’ 

335 335 

The Reid vapa pressme standards apply only tig the warmer weather months identified in 
section 2262.4. 
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(B)Determining whether knvnstreom CARBOB complies with the cop limiik for 
Co.la~ornia gasoline by oqgenote bIen&g and testing. Whe.never downs&am 
CABBOB designated for oxygenate blending has already been supplied fkom its 
production or import faciity, the CABBOB’s compliance with the cap liits for 
California gasoline may be determined by adding the specified w and amount of 
oxygenate to a representative sanmle of the CABBOB and determmmg the properties 
and chara&ristics of the tesulting gasoline in accordance with an applicable test 
method identified in section 2263(b) or permitted under section 2263(c). Denatured 
ethanol used as the oxygenate must have the properties set forth in sectioti (a)(2)(D)2. 
Where the designated range for oxygen from denatmed ethanol is 1.8 wt.% to 
2.2 wt.% (or is within 1.8 wt.% and 2.2 wt.% and includes 2:O wt.%), denatured 
ethanol equal to 5.7 vol.% of the blended volume shah be added, where the 
designated range for oxygen from denatnred ethanol is 2.5 wt.% to 2.9 wt.% (or is 
within 2.5 wt.% and 2.9 wt.% and includes 2.7 wt.%), denatured ethanol equal to 
7.7 vol.% of the blended volume shall be add&, and where the designated range for 
oxygenfromdenaturedethanolis3.3wt.%to3.7wL%(oriswithm3.3wt.%and3.7 
wt% and includes 3.5 wt.%), denatured ethanol equal tolO. vol.% of the blended 
volume shall k added. In all other cases where the designated range for oxygen tram 
denatured ethanol is no 8reater than 0.4 wt.%, the amount of dcm&ured ethanol added 
shall bc the volume percent that results ,in an oxygen content at the midpoint of the 
range of oxygen, baaed on the following equation: 

Vol.% Denatured Ethanol = 620 + [(218.8 + wt% oxygen) - 0.401 

Where the designated a range of smoums of oxygen is greater than 0.4 wt.%, or an 
oxygenate other than denatured ethanol is designated, the oxygenate shah be added in 
an amount that results in an oxygen content within 0.2 wt.% of the~designated 
minim= oxygen level. 

(C) Protocols A person may enter into a protocol with the executive officer for the 
purpose of identitying more stringent specifications for the denatured ethanol used 
pursuant to section (a)@)@), or Werent CARBOB cap limits under section 
(a)(6)(A), ifthe executive officer reasonably determines that the specifications or cap 
knits sre reasouably premised on the ~son’s program to assure that the denatured 
ethanol added to the CABBOB by oxygenate blenders will meet the more stringent 
specifications. 

($1 Not@kotion to ARB regarding the sqp& of CXRBOB from the feility ot which it was 
produced or imported 
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(1) A producer or importer supplying a final bland of CARBOB from me facility at which the 
producer or importer produced or imported the CARBOB must notify the executive 
officer of the information set forth below, along with any information required under 
section 2265(a)(2) (for a PM akemative gasoline formulation) or 2266(c) (for a test- 
certified alternative gasoline formulation). The notification must be received by the 
executive officer before the start of physical tmnsfer of the &al blend of CARBOB from 
the production or import fxility, and in no case less than 12 hours before the producer or 
importer either completes physical transfer or commingles the final blend 

(A) The identity and location of the final blend; 

(B) The designation of the final blend as CAFLBOB; 

(C) If the producer or importer is electing to use the CARBOB model to determine 
whether the tinal blend complies with the standards applicable to California gasoline 
when it is supplied f+orn the production facility or import facility, a statement of that 
election and 

I. Fach of the CARBOB limits that will apply to the final blend for properties not 
subject to the averaging compliance option or the PM averaging compliance 
option; and 

2. For any property subject to the averaging compliance option or the PM averaging 
compliance option, the averaging or PM averaging limit for the CARBOB (the 
CAFUSOB is subject to this limit only ifno desiguated alternative limit is assigned 
to the CARBOB pursuan t to section 2266.5(a)(5)(B)); 

(D) lfthe producer or importer is specifying, pursuaut to section (a)(2)(D)3., the 
properties of the oxygenate to be added downstmsm by the oxygenate blender, a 
statement of that election, the type of oxygenate, and the oxygenate’s specifkations 
for the following properties: 

Maximum sulfur content (nearest part per mihion by weight) 
Maximum benzene content (nearest hundredth of a percent by volume) 
Maximum oletm content (nearest tenth of a percent by vohune) 
Maximum aromatic hydrocarbon content (nearest tenth of a percent by vohuue) 

(E) The designation of each oxygenate type or types and amount or range of amounts to 
be added to the CARBOB, and the applicable flat limit, PM alternative specification, 
or TC alternative specification for oxygen. The amount or range of amotmts of 
oxygenate to be added shall be expressed as a volume percent of the gasoline after the 
oxygenate is added, in the nearest tenth of a percent. For any final blend of CMOB 
except one that is subject to PM alternative specifkations or TC alternative 
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specifications, the amount of oxygenate to .be added must be such that the resulting 
CaIifomia gasoline will have a minimum oxygen content no lower than 1.8 percemby 
weight and a maximum oxyga content no greater than 2.2 percent by weight. For a 
final blend of CARBOB. that is subject to PM alternative specifications, the amount or 
range of amounts of oxygenate to be added must be such that the resulting California 
gasoline has sn oxygen content that meets the oxygen content PM altemative 
specikation for the fkal blend. For a kal blend of CARBOB that is subject to TC 
alternative specifications, the amount or range of amomts of oxygenate to be added 
must be such that the resulting California gasoline has an oxygen content that meets 
the oxygen content alternative specitication for the &al blen& 

(2) AppiYcabili4 of no@c&n zo subsequent fsal blends. The notification a producer or 
importer provides pursuant to section (b)(l)(B), (C), (D) aud (E) for a final blend of 
CAFU3OB shall apply to all subsequent final blends of CARBOB or California gasoline 
supplied by the producer or importer Tom the same production or import faciity until the 
producer or importer designates a tinal blend at that facility as either (i) California 
gasoline rather than CARBOB, or (ii) CARBOB subject to a new notification made 
pursuant to section (b)(l). 

(3) Ahwance of hte notzJic&ns. If, thou& no inte.ntional or negligent conduct, .a 
producer or importer camrot report within the time period specitied in (b)(l) above, the 
produceror importer may notify the execuuve officer of the required data as soon as 
ressonably possible aud may provide a written explanation of the cause of the delay in 
reporting. If, based on the written explanation and the surrounding circmnstances, the 
executive officer determines that the~conditions of this section (b)(3) have been met, 
timely notification shall be deemed to have occurred. 

(4) Prohds. The executive officer may enter into a written protocol with any individual 
producer or importer for the purpose of specifying how the requirements in section (b)(l) 
shall be applied to the producer’s or importer’s particular operations, as long as the 
executive officer reasonably determines that application of the regulatory requirements 
under the protocol is not less stringent or enforceable than application of the express 
terms of section (b)(l). Any such protocol shah in&de the producers or importer’s 
agreement to k bound by the terms of the protocol. 

WI 
. . . jReserved1 
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. . 

(d) Documentation required when CARBOB is transferred 

(1) Required Documentatkm On each occasion when any person transfers custody or title 
of CARBOB, the transferor shall provide the transferee a document that prominently: 

(A) States that the CARF3OB does not comply with the standards for California gasoline 
without the addition of oxygenate, 

(B) Identifies the applicable flat lii& PM alternative specification, or TC alternative 
specification for oxygen, and 

24 
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(C) Identifies, consistent witlrthe notijication made p ursuant to section (b), the oxygeqate 
type or types and amount or range of amounts that most be added to the CARBOB to 
make it comply with the standards fbr CaIifomia gasoline. Where the producer or 
importer of the CARBOB has elected to specify the properties of the oxygenate 
pursuant to section (b)(l)(D), the document must also prominently ident@ the 
maximum permitted sulfur, benzene, oletin and aromatic hydrocarbon cuntents -not 
to exceed the maximum levels in the section (b)(l)(D) notiiication - of the oxygenate 
tobeaddedtotheCARBOB. 

(2) Co~&znce by pipeline operufor. A pipeliue operator may comply with this requirement 
by the use of stat&&M product c&es on p&Iiue tickets, where the c&e(s) specified 
for the CARBOB is identified in a manual that is distributed to transferees of the 
CARBOB +d that sets forth all of the required information for the CARESOB. 

(e) Rest&ions on transferring CXRBOR. 

(1) Required tzgreemeot & transferee No person may transfer ownership or custody of 
CARBOB to any other person unless the transferee has agreed in writing with the 
transferor that either: 

(A) The transferee is a registered oxygenate blender and will add oxygenate of the type(s) 
and amount (or within the range of amounts) designated in accordance witb section 
(b) kfore the CARBOB is transferred tirn a final didbution facility, or 

(ES) The transfme will take all reasonably prudent steps necessary to assure that the 
CARBOB is trsnsferred to a registered oxygen blender who adds the w and amount 
(or withiu the range of amounts) of oxygenate designated in accordance with section 
(b) to the CARE%OB before the CARBOB is transferred &om a M distribution 
tkcility. 

(2) Prohibited sat% of CXRBOB from a fiial distribulion facility. No person may sell or 
supply CARF3OB fFom a final ditibution f&ciliq where the type aud amount or range of 
amonnts of oxygenate designated in accordance with section (b) has not been added to the 
CARBOB. 

(0 Restrictions on blending CXRBOB w&h otherproductv. 

(I) Basicprohibition. No person may combine any CARBOB that has been supplied f?om 
the facility at which it was produced or imported with auy other CARBOB, gasoline, 
blendstock or oxygenate, except: 
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(A) The specrid oxygenate. 

1. The CARBOB may be blended with oxygenate of the type and amoont (or within 
the range of amounts) speciticd by the producer or importer at the time the 
CARBOB was supplied from the production or import facility. 

2. Where ethsnol is the specified oxygenate and specifications for the ethanol are 
identified in the product transfer document for the CARBOB pursuan ttosection 
2266.5(d)(l)(C), only ethanol meeting those specifications may be combmed with 
the CARBOB. 

3. Where ethanol is the specitied~oxygenate and specilications for the ethanol are not 
identified, only ethanol meeting the standards in section 2262.9(a) may be 
combmed with the CAFUSOB. 

(B) ZdknticaRjwpeu#ied CARBOB. The CARBOB may be blended with other 
CARBOB for which the same oxygenate type, and the same amount (or range of 
amounts) of oxygen, was specitied by the producer or importer at the time the 
CARBOB was supplied from the production or import facility. However, where 
specifications for the denatured ethanol to be added to the CARESOB have been 
established pursuant to section 2266S(a)(2)(D)3, it may only be blended with other 
CARBOB for which the same denamred ethanol specifications have been set 

(C) CDOB speczfiedfor di#iient oxygen Ievel Where! a person is changing &om an 
initial to a new type of CARBOB stored in a storage tank at a terminal or bulk plant, 
and the conditions below are met; in this case, the CARl3OB in the tank after the new 
type of CARBOB is added will be treated as that new type of CARBOB. 

I. The change in service is for legitimate operational reasons and is not for the 
purpose of combining the diEerent types of CAFESOB; 

2. The initial and new CARBOBs axe designated for blending with differat amounts 
(or ranges of amounts) of oxygq and the change in oxygen content will not 
exceed 1. I weight percent of the oxygenated gasoline blen& 

3. The vohnne of the new CARBOB that is added to the tank is at least four times as 
large as the volme of the initial CARESOB in the tank, and 

4. The sulfnr content of the new CARBOB added to the tsnk is no more than 12 parts 
per million. 

(D) Cal$omia gasoline not subject to R VIP standard Where = person is changing kom 
California gasoline to CAFU3OB as the prodnct stored in a storage tank at a terminal 
or bulk plant and the conditions below are met; in this case the product in the tank, 
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pipe or manifold after the new product is added will be treated as the new type of 
product. 

I. The change in serviw is for legitimate operational reasons and is not for the 
purpose of combii the California gasoline and CARBOB and 

2. The resulting blend of product in the tank is supplied from the terminal or bulk 
plant during a time that it is not subject to the standards for Reid vapor pressure 
undex section 2262.4. 

(E) Limited amounts of CalSon& msoline containing ethanoL A nerson mav add 
California gasoline containina ethanol to CARBOB at a termmal or bulk slant if all of 
the followina conditions are met. in which case the resultina mixture will continue to 
be treated as CARBOB. 

1. The gasoline is added to the CARBOB for one of the followina ouerational 
reasons: 

a. The gasoline resulted froni oxwzaating CARBOB at the temnnal or bulk 
plant durina calibration of oxvaenate blendina eouinment: or 

b. The gasoline resulted fkom the unintentionaI over- or under-oxv~enation of 
CARBOB during the loading of a cargo tank truck at the termmal or bulk 
plantz or 

c. The gasorme was numued out of a aasorme storaae tank at a motor vehicle 
heling facilitv for leaitimate ouerational reasons. 

2. The non-oxvgenate nortion of the aasoline comnlies with the annlicable caw limits 
for CARBOB in section 2266.5(a)(6). 

3. The resulting mixture of CARBOB has an oxygen content not exceeding 0.1 
percent bv weiaht. 

a. The oxygen content of the mixture mav be determined arithmeticallv bv fi] 
using the vohme of the CARBOB urior to mixing based on calibrated tank 
readings. fiil using the vohtme of the aasorme added based on calibrated meter 
readings. [iii1 using the vohnne of the denamred ethanol in the gasoline being 
added based on direct calibrated meter readings of the denatured ethanol if 
available. [iv1 calculating weight nercent oxygen of the aasoline being added 
from vohune percent denatured ethanol based on the following formula: 

{wt.% oxvsen) = 218.8/U62Ol~vol.% deEtOm + 0.401* 
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and fvl acco~tina for any oxvrzen iu the CARBOB tank due to orevious 
additions of rzasoline to the tank. 

b. Ifthe meter readings described in section 2266.5(f)(l)(E)3.aJiiil are not 
available. the oxvaen content of the mixture may be determined aritbmeticaUy 
bv El usina the volme of the CARBOB orior to mixing based on calibrated 
tauk readings, Fiil usina the volme of the aasoline added based on calibrated 
meter readmas. kiil usina the oxvaen content of the nasoline in weiaht oercent 
based on samulina aud testina of the nasorme for denammd ethanol content in 
accordance with methods suecified in section 2263. and rivl accountma for 
am oxygen in the CARBOB tank due to nrevious additions of aasohne to the 
@I& 

c. Inmakinathedet erroination described in section 2266.5(fXl)(E)3.a orb.. the 
xvaen content of the mixture shall be calculated based on the following 

Lmlla: 

{wt.% oxwred = Kvohtme CmOB)*(wt”% oxvaen in CBOB) + 
(vohmre frasoline)*(wt.% oxvaen in gaso~mel 1 
J(vohnne CAFGSOB) + (volme aasoline)l . 

4. Prior to the mixing, the operator of the terminal or bulk ulant notities the executive 
officer of the foll0wh.q 

a The identitv and location of the facilitv at which the mixina will take place: 

b. The onerational reason for adding the gasoline into the CmOB; 

c. The uroiected nercentaae oxvgen content of the mixture. 

5. The termmal or bulk slant owrator maintains for two vesrs records documenting 
the information identified in section 2266.5(fKl)tE)4. and makes them available 
to the executive officer uuon reouest. 

(2) Protocols. 

(A) Protocols cove&w the chameover in service of a storas?e tank. Notwithstanding 
section (f)(l), the executive officer may enter into a written protocol with any person 
to iden@ conditions under which the person may lawfully combme CARBOB with 
California gasoline or other CARBOB during a changeover in service of a storage 
tank for a legmmate operational business reason.~ The executive officer may only 
enter into such a protocol if he or she reasonably determines that wmmmgling of the 
two products will be minimized as much as is reasonably practical. Any such 
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protocol shall include the person’s agreement to be bound by the terms of the 
protocol. 

(El) Protocols for blendins bw.ns& into CXRROR. Notwithstanding section #Ml). the 
ex&xtive officer mav enter into a written urotocol with anv uerson to identi& 
wnditions uuder which the nerson mav lawfidlv blend trammix into CARBOB which 
has been supplied from its nroduction or imuort facilitv. The executive officer mav 
enter into such a protocol onlv if he or she masonablv determines that alternatives to 
the bknding are not vractkdand the blendino will not sitmificantlv affect the 
prooerties of the CARBOB rmsoline into which the tmnsmix is added. Anv such 
protocol shah in&de the person’s aareement to be bound bv the terms of the 
protocol. 

{C) Z%otocok Zn Other SMns. Notwithstanding section Ml). the executive officer 
mav enter into a written protocol with anv nerson to idemit? conditions under Which 
the nerson mav lawfallv add California gasoline or other CARBOB to CARBOB in a 
storage t&k at a termmal or bulk nlsnt in situations other than those identitied in 
sections 2266.5(fI(lMC). fDl or fFJ. or (N2MA) or (B). The executive officer may 
enter into such a orotocol onlv if he or she reasonablv determines that altematives to 
the activitv are not mactical and the blending will not sumitkantlv affect the 
prone&es of the CARBOB into which the aasoline or CARBOB is added. The 
protocol shall include anv of the conditions in section 2266.5(fMlME) that the 
executive officer determines are necessarv and atmrouriate. Anv such nrotocol shall 
include the nerson’s aareement to be bound bv the terms of the motowl. 

(g) Requirements for oxygenate blenders. 

(1) Registration aid Certiiz&% 

(A) Regktratio% Any oxygen blender must register with the executive officer by h4arch 
1,1996, or at least 20 days before blending oxygenates with CARSOB, whichever 
occurs later. Themafter, an oxygenate blender must register with the executive officer 
smmally by January 1. The registration must be addressed to the attention of the 
Chief, Compliance Division, California Air Resources Board, P.O. Box 2815, 
Sacramento, CA, 95812. 

(B) Required content3 of registration. The registration must inchtde the following: 

1. The oxygen blender’s contact name, telephone number, principal place of business 
which shsJl be a physical address and not a post office box, and any other place of 
business at which company records are maintained. 

2. For each of the oxygen blender’s oxygenate blending facilities, the facility name, 
physical location, contact name, and telephone number. 

45~Day Notice vesion, r&a% date lOlUO4 

Hearin~datc 11/1%!04 29 
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(C) ~ssutznce of cert@cot.s The executive officer shall provide each complying oxygq 
blender with a certificate of registration compliance no later than June 30. The 
eertifieation shall be effective from no later than July 1, through June 30 of the 
following yes~. The cer&cation shall constitute the oxygen blender’s certification 
pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 4X&% m. 

(D) ?Zr&m&W of updizted bzfomzoti& Any oxygen blender must submit updated 
registmtion information to the executive officer at the address identied in section 
(g)(l)(A) within 30 days of any occasion whm the registmtion inform&on previously 
supplid becomes incomplete or in accmate. 

(2) Reqzdrement to II&? oqgen& to CARBOB. Whenever an oxygetie blender receives 
CARBOB f?om a transferor to whom the oxygenate blender has represented that he/she 
will add oxygenate to the CARBOB, the oxygenate blender must add to the CARBOB 
oxygenate of the type(s) aud amount (or within the range of amounts) identified in the 
documentation accompanying the CARBOB. Ifthe documentation identifies the 
rnM maximum sulfur, benzene, olefin and aromatic hymn contents of the 
oxygenate, the oxygenate blender must add an oxygenate tbat does not exceed the 
maximm permitted levels. 

(3) ~IaruzI reqtirernen& for temrinul &II&~. Any oxygenate blender who makes a 
final blend of California reformulated gasoline by blending any oxygenate with any 
CARBOB in any gasoline storage taok, other than a truck used for delivering gasoline to 
retail outlets or balk purchaser-commmer f&ii&s, shaU, for each such final blend, 
determine the oxygen content and value of the &al blend prior to its leaving the 
oxygen blending f&ii@, by collecting and analyzing a representative sample of gasoline 
taken f?om the tinal blend, using methodology set forth in section 2263. 

(h) Downstream blending of Coli~omio gmoline wiih nonoxygen& blends-tacks. 

(1) Bosicprohibitio~ No person may combine California gasoline which has been supplied 
tirn a production or import f&cili~ with any nonoxygenate blendstock, other than vapor 
recovery condensate, unless the person can af%matively demonstrate &at (1) the 
blendstock that is added to the California gasoline meets all of the California gasoline 
standards without regard to the properties of the gasoline to which the blendstock is 
added, and (2) the person meets with regard to the blendstock all requirements in this 
subarticle applicable to producers of California gasoline. 

(2) lhxptions. 

(A) Protocol. Notwithstanding section (i)(l), the executive officer may enter into a 
w&ten protocol with any person to identify conditions under which the person may 
lawfully blend trmsmix into California gasoline which has been supplied from its 

&-Day Naice -,e,G”, releass &Se K/l&M 
H&g date: 1 lmm4 30 
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production or import facility. The executive officer may only enter into such a 
protowl if he or she reasonabiy determines that alternatives to the blending are not 
practical and the blending will not signiticantly affect the pmperties of the California 
gasoline into which the .tmnsmix is added. Any such protocol shall include the 
person’s agreement to be bound by the terms of the protocol. 

(B) Bknding fo meet a cap Zimik Notwithsk&ing section (i)(l) or 2262.5(d), a person 
may add nonoxygenate or oxvuenated blendstock to California gasoline that does not 
wmply with one or more of the applicable cap limits contained in seotion 2262, 
where the person obtains the prior approval of the executive officer based on a 
demonstration that adding the blendstock is a reasonable means of brmging the 
gasoline into wmpliauce with the cap limits. 

(i) &striworts during the RP season on blending gasoline containing ethanol with 
California gasoline not containing ethanoL 

(I) Basicprohibition. Witbin each air basin during the Reid vapor pressure cap limit periods 
specified in section 2262.4(a)(2), no person may wmbme California gasoline produced 
using ethanol with California gasoline produced without using ethanol, unless the person 
can aflirmatively demonstrate that: (A) the resulting blend wmplies with the cap limit for 
Reid vapor pressure set forth in section 2262, or (B) the person has taken reasonably 
prudent precautions to assum that the gasoline is not subject to the Reid vapor pressure 
cap limit either because of sections 2261(d) or (t) or 2262.4(c)(l) or (c)(3), or because the 
gasolin is no longer California gasoline. 

(2) Exception. Section 2266.5(i)(l) does not apply to wmbining California gasolines that are 
in a motor vehicle’s fuel tauk. 

NO’IE Autkrity cite& s&ions 39600,39601,43013,43013.1,43018, and 43101, Health and S&ty Code; 
and Western Oil and Gav Ash v. Orange Cmnzty Air Polhtion Control District, 14 CaL3d 411,121 Cal.Rplr. 
249 (1975). Reference: stxtiom 39000,39001,39002,39003,39010,39500,39515,39516,4~5~1,43000, 
43013,43013.1,43016,43018,43021,~d43101,H~~~d~e~C~e;~d WesternOiZandGasAss’n. v. 
Orange County Air P&&n ControZDMrict, 14 CaL3d 41 I, 121 CaLRptr. 249 (197’S)- 

31 
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PRELIMINARY DMFT PROPOSED REGULATORY AMENDMENTS AND 
INTERIM GUIDANCE ON CaRFG3 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

I. Adding Transmix to CARBOB. 

Section 22665(h)(2)(A), title 13, California Code of Regulations - part of the Phase 3 
Caiiiomia reformulated gasoline (CaRFG3) regulations -provides that notwithstanding 
the conditional prohibition of blending nonoxygenated blendstocks into downstream 
gasoline, We Executive Officer may enter into a written protocol with any person to 
identify conditions under which the person may lawfully blend transmix into Caiiimia 
gasoline which has been supplied from its production or import facility.” No such 
provision currently authorizes blending of transmix into downstream CARBOB 
notwithstanding the section 2266.5(9 restrictions on blending CARBOB with other 
products. The ARB staff plans later this year to propose an amendment that would 
allow the blending of transmix into downstream CARBOB under the same condiions as 
those that apply to the blending of transmix into downstream gasoline. 

Staff expects to propose the following language as a new section 2266.5(9(2)(B): 

Section 2266.5. Requirements Pertaining to California Reformulated Gasoline 
Blendstock for Oxygen Blending (CARBOB) and Downstream Blending. 

l **** 

(9 Restrictions on blending CARBOB with other ptvducts. 

l **** 

{l&J 
section (9(l), the executive officer mav enter into a written protocol with any 
person to identii condiiins under which the person mav lawfullv blend 
ttansmix into CARBOB which has been SUDDhed from its production or imoott 
facilitv. The executive officer mav enter into such a protocol onlv if he or she 
reasonablv determines that alternatives to the blendina are not oractical and 
the blendino will not sianificantlv affect the prooerties of the CARBOB 
oasoline into which the transmix is added. Anv such Drotocol shall include the 
person’s aoteement to be bound bv the terms of the protocol. 

As an interim policy pending completion of therulemaking, the staff would be prepared 
to enter into temporary protocols consistent with the proposal. Interested parties may 
contact the ARB’s Enforcement Diiision to obtain copies of any previously agreed-to 
protocols covering blending transmix into downstream gasoline. 

614104 1 
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2. Adding California Gasoline to CARBOB 

DRAFT 

The ARB staff expects to propose the following amendments in the Fall 2OCl4 CaRFG3 
follow-up rulemaking. 

Add as a new section 22665(9(l)(E): 

Section 2266.5. Requirements Pettaining to California Reformulated Gasoline 
Blendstock for Oxygen Blending (CARBOB) and Downstream Blending. 

***** 

(9 Restrictions on blending CARBOB with otherproducts. 

(1) Basic prohibition. No person may combine any CARBOB that has been 
supplii from the facilii at which it was produced or imported with any other 
CARBOB, gasoline, blendstock or oxygenate, except 

***** 

LE) Limited amounts of California aasoline containino ethanol. A oerson 
mav add California gasoline containina ethanol to CARBOB at a terminal or 
bulk olant if all of the followino conditions are met in which case the resultinq 
mixture will continue to be treated as CARBOB. 

I. The ctasoline is added to the CARBOB for one of the followina ooerational 
reasons: 
a. The gasoline resulted from oxvoenatina CARBOB at the terminal or 

bulk plant during calibration of oxvoenate blending equipment; or 
b. The gasoline resulted from the unintentional over- or under- 

oxvqenation of CARBOB durinq the loadino of a carao tank truck at the 
terminal or bulk plant: or 

c. The aasoline was oumoed out of a oasoline storaqe tank at a motor 
vehicle fuelina facilitv for leoitimate onerational reasons. 

2. The non-oxvqenate oortion of the oasoline complies wtth the aoolicable 
cao limits for CARBOB in section 22665(a)(6). 

3. The resultinq mixture of CARBOB has an oxvaen content not exceedinq 
0.1 percent bv weiaht. 
a. The oxvoen content of the mixture mav be determined arithmeticallv by 

fil usinq the volume of the CARBOB prior to mixina based on calibrated 
tank readings, gil using the volume of~the gasoline added based on 
calibrated meter readings, gig using the volume of the denatured 
ethanol in the qasoline beina added based on direct calibrated meter 
readings of the denatured ethanol if available, gvl calculating weioht 

fY4m 2 
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percent oxvaen of the aasoline beina added from volume percent 
denatured ethanol based on the followina formula: 

(wt.% oxvoen) = 218.8/{182O/(vol.% deEtOH)l + 0.4OL 

and fvl accounting for anv oxvaen in the CARBOB tank due to previous 
additions of aasoline to the tank. 

b. If the meter readinas described in section 2286.5(9(l)(E)3.a.fiiil are not 
available. the oxvoen content of the mixture mav be determined 
arithmeticallv bv fil usina the volume of the CARBOB orior to mixinq 
based on calibrated tank readinas, hfl using the volume of the aasoline 
added based on calibrated meter readinas, fiiil usino the oxvaen 
content of the oasoline in weiaht percent based on samplina and 
testino of the aasoline for denatured ethanol content in accordance 
with methods specitied in section 2263, and Iii1 accountina for any 

xvoen in the CARBOB tank due to previous addllons of qasoline to 
ie tank. 

c. In makino the determination described in section 2286.5(9fl)fE)3.a. or 
b., the oxvoen content of the mixture shall be calculated based on the 
followina formula: 

(wt.% oxvoen) = Wvolume CARBOB)Ywt.% oxvaen in CARBOB) + 
(volume aasoline)*(wt.% oxvaen in aasolinel 1 
r(volume CARBOB) + fvolume aasoline)l. 

4. Prior to the mixina. the operator of the terminal or bulk plant notities the 
executive officer of the followincg 
a. The identitv and location of the facilitv at which the mixina will take 

a 
b. The operational reason for adding the oasoline into the CARBOB; 
c. The protected percentaae oxvaen content of the mixture. 

5. The terminal or bulk plant operator maintains for two vears records 
documenting the infonnation identified in section 2266.5Ml)fEM and 
makes them available to the executive officer upon reauest. 

***** 

And add as a new setion 22666(9(2)(C): 

(C) Protocols /n Offrer Sifuafions. Nohvithstandina section (9(l), the 
executlle officer mav enter into a wrttten protocol with anv person to identifv 
conditions under which the person mav lawfullv add California aasoline or other 
CARBOB to CARBOB in a storaoe tank at a terminal or bulk plant in sltuations 
other than those identified in sections 22665(9(l)(C). (D), or (EL or (9(2)(A). 
The executive officer mav enter into such a protocol onlv if he or she reasonably 

6/4/04 3 
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detemines that alternatives to the actii are not rxactical and the blendina will 
not sicmificantlv affect the orooerties of the CARBOB into which the aasoline or 
CARBOB is added. The orotocol shall include anv of the conditions in section 
2266.5(fkl)(E1 that the executive officer determines are necessarv and 
aooroortate. AI-IV such orotocol shall include the Ret-son’s aareement to be bound 
bv the ten-ns of the orotocol. 

Modiications to the 4/9/&l drafl version respond to comments from a stakeholder 
organization. A proposed formula approximating the calculation of oxygen content of 
the CARBOB-gasoline mixture in the case of zero-oxygen CARBOB where meter 
readings are not available has been expanded to include the oxygen content of 
nonzero-oxygen CARBOB, and to apply~where meter readings are available as well. 

As an interim policy pending completion of the rulemaking, the staff would be prepared 
to pemit any affected party to use these mechanisms on a temporav basis if the party 
agrees in writing to be bound to the stated condiions. 

6/4/04 4 
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3. Substiiute for Requirement for Documentation Accompanying the Transfer of 
Denatured Ethanol 

Section 22629(c)(2) provides as follows: 

Section 2262.g. Requirements Regarding Denatured Ethanol intended For Use as 
a Blend Component in California Gasoline 

l **** 

(c) Documentation raquhd for tie tr?nsfer of denatured ethanol intended for use 
as a blend component in California gasoline. 

l **** 

(2) Starting December 31,2003, any person who sells or supplies denatured 
ethanol intended for use as a blend component in Caliiomia gasoline from the 
California facility at whii it was imported or produced shall provide the 
purchaser or recipient a document that identiies: 

(A) The name and address of the person selling or supplying the denatured 
ethanol, and 

(B) The name, location and operator of the facilii(ies) at which the ethanol 
was produced and at which the denaturant was added to the ethanol. 

The ARB staff has concluded that compliance with the requirement in (c)(2)(B) is otten 
impracticable because of the prevalence of commingling denatured ethanol from 
diierence sources, and the commingling of neat ethanol before it reaches a California 
production facility that adds the denaturant. 

Staff plans to propose an amendment to change the requirements as follows: 

(2) Starting December 31,2003, any person who sells or supplies 
denatured ethanol intended for use as a blend component in Caliiomia 
gasoline from the California facility at which it was imported or 
produced shall provide the purchaser or recipient a document that 
identifies: 

(A) The name and address of the person selling or supplying the 
denatured ethanol, and identification of the oerson as the fxoducer 
or imoorter of the denatured ethanol: and 

(B) With resoect to imoorted denatured ethanolLXthe name, location 
and operator of thefacility(ies) at which the ethanol was produced 
and at which the denaturant was added to the ethanol. & 

614104 5 
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alternative, the document provided to the ourchaser or recioient 
mav identii the date and time the ethanol was suoolied from its 
imoort or production faciiitv, and state that the oerson sellino or 

suoolvino the denatured ethanol from the Caliiomia facilitv at which 
it was imoorted or oroduced maintains at the facilii a list of the 
name, lccatlon, and ooerator of all of the facilii&s) at whi& the 
ethanol was produced and at which the denaturant was added to 
the ethanol. In this case, the oerson shall for at least two vears 
maintain such information. and records identiMna the entiies that 
produced the ethanol and added the denaturant in each batch of 
denatured ethanol imoorted to the facllii: during that two vear 
oerlod, the oerson shall make the infom’ration and records, 
available to the Executive Officer within five davs after a reauest for 
the material. 

As an interim poliq pending completion of the rulemaking planned for this Fall, the staff 
is prepared accept compliance with the draft changes as an alternative for any person 
who first notifies the Executive Officer in writing of his or her election to comply with the 
alternative and to be bound by tts terms. 

614104 6 
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4. Reid Vapor Pressure Control Periods for California Gasoline Transpoftedto 
Southern California by Marine Vessel. 

Section 2262.4(c)(4) provides as follows: 

Section 2262.4. Compliance With the CaRFG Phase 2 and CaRFG Phase 3 
Standards for Reid Vapor Pressure. 

(c)Applicability. 

l l l l l 

(4) For purposes of compliance with section 2262.4(b) [RVP compliance period 
for production and import faciliies] only, gasoline that is produced in 
California and is transported to the South Coast Air Basin, Ventura County, or 
the San Diego Air Basin by marine vessel shall be treated as having been 
impotied at the facilii to which the gasoline is off-loaded from the marine 
vessel. 

The intent of this provision was to assure that gasoline produced in the Bay Area and 
received at a Southern California marine terminal in March would be subject to the 
Southern Caliiomia March 1 start of the RVP season rather than the April 1 start date 
for Bay Area production and import faciliiies. However, the provision has had the 
unintended consequence of triggering the section 2270 testing requirements that apply 
to imported gasoline but not gasoline produced in Caliiomia. Accordingly, the staff 
plans to propose the following substitute language, which would achieve the original 
intent but would not characterize the gasoline as imported for any purposes. 

. . 
(4) 1 , -*soline tliat is 

produced in California2 and is m transpottei to the South Coast Air Basin, 
Ventura County, or the San Diego Air Basin by marine vessel EN&&W&& 

m, shall be subiect to the reaulatow control periods for 
production and imoort facilities identified in section 2262.4(b)(2)(A). 

As an interim policy pending completion of the rulemaking, the staff plans to apply 
section 2262.4(c)(4) as modiied above. 

.sl4m4 7 
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State of Caliimia 
Caliiomia Environmental Protectton Agency 

AIR RESOURCES BOARD 

California ProcedWes for Evaluating 
Alternative Specifications for Phase 3 Refomwlated Gasoline 

Using the California Predictive Model 

Adopted: June 16,200O 
Amended: April 25.2001 

Amended: flnsett date of amendment1 

Note: The proposed amendments are shown in underline to indicate additions 
and strike& to indicate deletions compared to the Procedures as amended April 
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avoid having that text confused with text that is underlined because it is being 
added. 

Only those portions affected by the proposed amendments are shown. The 
symbol ** l * l l ” means that intervening text not proposed to be amended is 
not shown. 

l **** 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Al Purpose and Applicability 

I. The predictive model prescribed in this document may be used to evaluate 
gasoline specigcations as alternatives to the Phase 3 Caliiomia 
Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) flat and averaging limits in the gasoline 
specifications set forth in Tiie 13, California Code of Regulations 
(I 3 CCR), section 2262. 

This procedure: 

prescribes the range of speciications that may be utilized to select 
a set of candidate Phase 3 RFG alternative gasoline specifications 
for evaluation, 
defines the Phase 3 RFG reference specitications, 
prescribes the calculations to be used to predict the emissions from 
the candidate fuel specifications and the reference Phase 3 RFG 
specifications, 
prescribes the calculations to be used to compare the emissions 
resulting horn the candidate tuel specifications to the reference 
Phase 3 RFG specikations, 
establishes the requirements for the demonstration and approval of 
the candidate tkel specifications as an alternative Phase 3 RFG 
formulation, and 
establishes the notification requirements. 

2. Gasoline properties for which alternative gasoline specifications may be 
set by this procedure include all eight Phase 3 RFG properties. 

3. The Phase 3 RFG specifications, established in 13 CCR, section 2262, 
are shown in Table I. 

4SDay Notice EXCERPTS vex, r&as date 10/l/04 
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Table I 
Properties and Specifications for Phase 3 Reformulated Gasoline 

7.20 

601303 

1.10 

35.0 

10.0 

I .8(min)4 

3.5(max)5 

220 

’ Applicable during the summer months identi6ed in 13 CCR, sections 2262.4(b). If the applicant elects 
to comply with the regulatory option which provides for the use of the evaporative HC emissions 
model, the flat RVP limtt is 6.90. That is, all predicttons for evaporative emissions increases or 
decreases made using the evaporative HC emissions models are made relative to 6.90 psi. ff the 
applicant elects to comply with the regulatory option which provides for the use of only the exhaust HC 
emissions model, the flat RVP limit and the candidate fuel RVP specifkzation is 7.00. Atso, under the 
federal Refomulated Gasoline Regulations, the U.S. EPA enforces a minimum RVP limit of 6.4 psi. 

The exhaust models contain an RVP mm-r, but thii has been made constant by fHing the RVP for both 
the reference and candklate fuels at 7.00 psi in the calculation of the standardttd RVP values used in 
the exhaust emission equations. This fixing of the RVF’ takes RVP out of the exhaust models as a fuel 
property which effects exhaust emissions. Thus, RVP egffects only evaporative HC emissions. 

’ The higher value is the small refiner CaRFG ffat fiiit for quafiig small refiners only, as speci6~ in 
section 2272. 

’ The Phase 3 RFG sulfur content cap lim.ks of 60 and 30 parts per million are phased in starting 
December 31,2gg2 2@& and December 31.2994 m, respectiiely, in accordance with section 
2261(b)(l)(A). 

’ Applicable only during specified winter months in the areas tintifiid in 13 CCR, section 2262.6(a). 

’ lf the gasoline contains more than 3.5 percent by weight oxygen from ethanol but not more than 102 
volume percent ethanol, the maximum oxygen content cap is 3.7 percent by weight. 

l **** 
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B. Synopsis of Procedure 

***** 

4. Determination of Emissions Equivalency 

The candidate fuel specifications are deemed equivalent to the reference tIreI 
specifications if, for each pollutant (NOx, total OFP or exhaust HC, and potency- 
weighted toxics (PWT)), the predicted percent change in emissions between the 
candidate duel specifications and the reference Phase 3 RFG specifications is equal to 
or less than 0.64%. If the applicant has elected to use the evaporative HC emissions 
model in the evaluation of the emissions equivalency, the 0.64% criteria must be met for 
NOx, OFP, and PWT. If the applicant has elected not to use the evaporative HC 
emissions model, the 0.64% criteria’ must be met for NOx, exhaust HC, and PWT. If, for 
any of the three pollutants in the criteria, the predicted percent change in emissions 
between the candiiate fuel specifications and the reference Phase 3 RFG specifications 
is equal to or greater than 0.05%, the candidate specifications are deemed 
unacceptable and may not be a substitute for Phase 3 RFG. jNote: All final values of 
the percent change in emissions shall be repotted to the nearest hundredth using . conventional rounding.] j 

l **** 

Ill. GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING PERCENT CHANGES IN 
EMISSIONS 

A. Summary and Explanation 

+ The applicant will first select which of h.vo compliance options he/she 
wishes to be subject to. The first compliance option, referred to as the 
exhaust and evap model option, uses the exhaust HC emissions models, 
the evaporative HC emissions changes models, and the CO adjustment 
factor in determining the HC emissions equivalency of the candidate fuel 
speci$cations. The second option, referred to as the exhaust-only option, 
uses only the exhaust HC emissions model in the determination of the HC 
emissions equivalency of the candidate fuel specikations. (See 1ll.B) 

The exhaust and evap model option may only be used for final blends of 
California gasoline or CARBOB where some part of the final blend is 
physically transferred from its production or import facilii during the Reid 
vapor pressure control period for the production or import facility set forth 
in section 2262.4, title 13, Caliiomia Code of Regulations, or within 15 
days before the start of such period. 
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The applicant will selecta candidate tipedfication for each property, and 
will identlfy whether the specification represents a flat limit or an averaging 
limit. The Phase 3 RFG reference specigcation is identified for each 
property using the flat/average limit compliance option selected for the 
corresponding candidate specifkation. (See 1ll.B.) 

The selected candidate specirkations and the comparable Phase 3 RFG 
reference specifications are inserted into the predictive model equations to 
determine the predicted candidate and reference emissions by Tech class. 
(See 1ll.C.) 

Because oxygen is specified in the form of a range, emissions predictions 
are, in a majority of the cases, made for two oxygen levels, the upper level 
of the specitied range for the candiiate fuel specifications and the lower 
level. The emissions of the candidate fuel are compared to the emissions 
of the reference fuel at both of these oxygen levels. The only &we w 
cases where two emissions predictions are not made for the candidate 
fuel specifications is if the oxygen range of the candidate fuel 
specifications is within the range of 1.8 to 2.2 percent (inclusive), er within 
the range of 2.5 to 2.9 percent (inclusiie),~ 
percent (inclusive). In these cases, the predicted emissions for the 
candidate tkel specifications are compared to the predicted emissions for 
the reference fuel specifications at only one oxygen level. 

For NOx and exhaust HC, the ratio of the predicted emissions for the 
candidate fuel specifications to the predicted emissions for the reference 
duel specifications is emissions weighted according to the relatiie 
contribution of each technology class,. These emissions-weighted ratios 
are summed, reduced by 1, and multiplied by 100 to represent the Tech 
class-weighted percent change in emissions. The resulting values 
represent the predicted percent change in NOx or exhaust HC emissions 
between the candiiate fuel specifications and reference fuel 
specifications. (See M.D.) 

If the exhaust and evap model option has been selected, the predicted 
percent change in evaporative HC emissions between the candidate tuel 
specifications and the reference fuel specifications is computed using the 
equations given in Section Vl1.A. The predicted change is computed for 
each evaporative emissions process. (See Vl1.A) 

If the exhaust and evap model option has been selected, the credit 
resulting from the reduction of CO emissions is calculated in accordance 
with the equation given in Section 1X.A. (See 1X.A) 

If the exhaust and evap model option has been selected, the predicted 
percent changes in exhaust HC emissions, evaporative HC emissions, 
and the CO credit are combined in accordance wlth the equation given in 
Section X to yield the predicted percent change in ozone-faming potential 
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(OFP) between the reference Mel specifications and the candidate luei 
specifications. (See X) 

+ For exhaust toxics emissions, the predicted emissions for the candidate 
duel specifications and the reference fuel specitications (for each pollutant 
and each Tech class) are VMT weighted and potency-weighted, in 
accordance with the equations given in W.B. (See Vl.B) 

+ The evaporative benzene emissions predictions for the reference fuel 
specifications and the candidate fuel specifications are calculated in 
accordance wfth the equations given in Section Vll1.A. Note that 
emissions predictions for evaporabve benzene emissions are made even 
if the applicant is not using.the compliance option which provides for the 
use of the evaporative HC emissions models. (See Vll1.A) 

+ For both the reference Mel specifications and the candidate fuel 
specifications, the VMT and potency-weighted exhaust toxics emissions 
predictions~are combined with the potency-weighted evaporative benzene 
emissions predictions, in accordance with the equations given in Sections 
XLA and Xl.B. This yields the total potency-weighted toxics emissions 
prediction for the reference duel specitications and for the candiiate fuel 
specifications. (See Xl.A and Xl.B) 

+ The percent change in the predicted total potency-weighted toxlcs 
emissions between the reference fuel specifications and the candidate fuel 
specifications is calculated in accordance with the equation given in 
Section Xl.C. (See Xl.C) 

B. Selection by Applicant of Candidate and Reference Specifications 

The applicant shall fkst select which of two compliance options he/she 
wishes to be subject to. The first compliance option uses the exhaust HC 
emissions models, the evaporative HC emissions models, and the CO 
adjustment factor in determining the HC emissions equivalency of the candidate 
MeI specifications. The second option uses only the exhaust HC emissions 
model in the determination of the HC emissions equivalency of the candidate fuel 
specifications. 

If the applicant selects the first compliance option, the applicable Phase 3 
RVP limits are a flat limit of 6.90 and a cap limit of 7.20. That is, if the applicant 
elects to use the evaporative HC emissions predictive model, all evaporative HC 
emissions changes predicted by the model for the candidate tuel will be based on 
the use of 6.90 psi as the RVP of the Phase .3 reference Mel. If the applicant 
selects the second compliance option, the applicable Phase 3 RVP limit is a fiat 
(and cap) limit of 7.00. 

Next, the applicant shall, for each fuel property, select a candidate 
specification and indicate whether this specification represents a flat limit or an 
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averaging limit. The appropriate correspondktg Phase 3 ~RFG reference 
specifications (flat or average) are then identiged. Table 7 provides an optional 
worksheet to assist the applicant in selecting the candkiate and reference 
specifications. These steps are summarized below. 

1. Identify the value of the candidate specification for each fuel property and 
insert the values into Table 7. The candidate specifications may have any 
value for RVP, sulfur, benzene,.aromatic hydrocarbons, olefins, T!jO, and 
T90 as long as each specification is less than or equal to the cap limits 
shown in Table 1. Note that, if the applicant is not using the compliance 
option which provides for the use of the evaporatlve HC emtssions 
models, no value is entered for RVP into the “Car&ate Fuel 
Specifications” column of Table 7 (In thii case the RVP is 7.00). The 
candidate speclflcation may have any value for oxygen as long as the 
specification is wlthin the range of the cap limits shown in Table 1. 

2. The oxygen contents of the candidate fuel specifications can be found 
from Table 6. Note that, because oxygen is specifled in the form of a 
range, there are usually two candidate fuel speclhcations for oxygen, the 
upper end of the range (maximum) and the lower end of the range 
(minimum). There are We &&g exceptions to this, in which case it is 
assumed that the candidate fuel specifiitions have a single oxygen 
content. If the oxygen range of the candidate fuel specifications is within 
the range of 1.8 to 2.2 percent (indusive), the oxygen content,of the 
candiiate fuel speckications is assumed to be 2.0 percent. If the oxygen 
range of the candidate fuel specifications is within the range of 2.5 to 2.9 
percent (inclusive), the oxygen content of the candidate fuel specifimtions 
is assumed to be 2.7 percent. If the oxvoen ranoe of the candidate fuel 
se. e 
0 c 
percent. Also, the predictive model equatins assume that only one 
oxygenate is being blended into the gasoline. Thus, lt is assumed that the 
total oxygen content is equal to either the total oxygen content as MTBE 
or the total oxygen content as ethanol. If the refiner is bMnding both 
MTBE and ethanol into a gasoline, a small error will be introduced in the 
predidie model preditiions for formaldehyde and acetaldehyde. 

3. The hot soak benzene emissions model contains an MTBE content term. 
Thus, for hot soak benzene emissions predictions, it is necessary to 
specify the oxygen content as MTBE for the car&ate and reference tirel. 
Table 6 is used as in 2. above, using the oxygen content as MTBE of the 
~candidate duel, to specify the oxygen content as MTBE for the candidate 
and reference fuel specifications. That is, the relevant oxygen content 
value is the oxygen content as MTBE, not the total oxygen content as in 
the case of the exhaust emissions predictions. The result is that if the 
candiiate fuel does not contain MTBE, the oxygen content as MTBE for 
the reference fuel is 2.0 percent, and the oxygen content as MTBE for the 
candidate duel is zero percent. The reason it is.assumed that the 
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reference fuel contains MTBE.is that MTBE was the oxygenate used while 
the Phase 2 regulations were in effect, and this assumption helps ensure 
that potency-weighted toxics emissions from Phase 3 gasoline wiknot be 
greater than those from Phase 2 gasoline. 

4. For each property other than oxygen and RVP, indicate whether the 
candidate specitication will represent a flat limit or an averaging limit. 

5. For each candidate specitication identitied in I., identify the appropriate 
corresponding Phase 3 RFG reference specifications (flat nor average). 
Circle the appropriate flat or average limit for the reference @el in Table 7. 
The circled values are the referenqe specitications which will be used in 
the predictive Model. 

6. Tab@ 6 gives the oxygen contents of the reference tieI specifications. 
Because oxygen is specified in the fom of a range, there are two 
reference tieI oxygen specifications. In most cases they are the same, 
but in two cases they are not. These two cases are: 1) If the minimum 
oxygen content of the candidate tkel specifications is within 1.8 to 2.2 
percent (inclusive) and the maximum oxygen content of the candidate is 
greater than 2.2 percent, and 2) If the minimum oq’gen cofltent of the 
candidate tieI specifications is less than 1.8 percent and the maximum 
oxygen content of the candidate is between 1.8 and 2.2 percent 
(inclusive). In case I), the oxygen contents of the reference fuel 
specitications are 1.8 and 2.0 percent. In case 2), the oxygen contents of 
the reference fuel specifications are 2.0 and 2.2 percent. (See Table 6) 

Examples: 
If you elect to meet a sulfur limit of 10 for the candidate fuel and elect to 
comply with a flat limit, the reference fuel sulfur limit would be 20. 
However, if you elect to meet a sulfur limit of 10 on average, the reference 
fuel sulfur limit would be 15. 

If the oxygen range of the candidate fuel specitications is 2.0 percent to 
2.5 percent, the maximum oxygen content of the candiiate fuel is 2.5 
percent and the minimum oxygen content of the candidate fuel is 2.0 
percent. The maximum oxygen content of the reference fuel is 2.0 
percent and the minimum oxygen content of the reference tieI is 1.8 
percent. The predicted emissions t?om the candidate tieI specifications 
with 2.5 percent oxygen are wmpared to the predicted emissions from the 
reference fuel specifications with 2.0 percent oxygen, and the predicted 
emissions from the candidate tieI specitications with 2.0 percent oxygen 
are wmpared to the predicted emissionS kom the reference fuel 
specifications with 1.8 percent oxygen. These wmparisons are described 
by row 2 of Table 6. 
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knimum maximum 
Comparisons 
Required Candidate Reference 

Tabie6. 
Candidate and Reference Sp&%cations for Oxygen 

Oxygen Content for Candiddte Number of Values to be Used in 
Fuel Specified by Applicant Reference vs Comparison in Equations 

I Candidate 

m 

21.8, ~1.8, 
52.2 52.2 

1 2.0 2.0 

21.8, 1.8 
> 2.2 2 

minimum 
52.2 

maximum 2.0 

<I.8 ~1.8, 
-3.2 

x1.8 > 2.2 

4.8 c 1.8 

~2.5, I ~2.5, I 1 
I 

2.7 
5 2.9 2 2.9 I 

2.0 

minimum 2.0 
> 2.2, 
<2.5 

>2.2 2 
maximum 2.0 

minimum 2.0 
~2.5~ 
s 

> 
2.9 

2 
maximum 2.0 

l **** 
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